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About Us

The best choice for you

Premium
Products
in high end
quality

MYDOO is a platform that brings retailers 
and manufacturers closer together. The 
range is put together based on the needs 
of the retailer. You determine the range. 
Through joint purchasing you benefit from 
competitive purchasing rates, the latest 
trends and lower transport costs.

MYDOO does international trade for 
entrepreneurs and retailers in Europe.  
Within a wide international network, MYDOO 
can find the business you’re looking for. 
MYDOO makes international importing and 
exporting easier for Dutch entrepreneurs.

MYDOO collaborates with entrepreneurs 
and producers from different branches, 
including pet stores, pest control, 
construction stores, garden and agriculture 
stores. MYDOO wants to bring retailers, 
wholesalers and manufacturers together so 
the purchasing of products can be done as 
a group. 

MYDOO works together with entrepreneurs 
and producers from different branches, 
including pet stores, pest control, garden 
and agriculture stores.

MYDOO wants to produce products 
of the best quality in the pest indus-
try. The selected brands have been 
tested and evaluated by MYDOO. 
From this a selection has been made 
for Europe. Each product has its 
own SKU, EAN-code and an out-
erbox EAN-code. In this catalogue 
you will find the EAN-codes next to 
the product, as well as the outerbox 
EAN-codes. 
Because MYDOO sells most prod-
ucts in box quantities, you will see 
the number of products per pack 
and per box in the description of the 
products.

mydoo.eu
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How do we 
proceed?
To place an order simply go to the website (www.mydoo.nl) and log-in with your given code. 
If you don’t have an account you should registrate so we can make an account for you.

The website Payments 

When visiting the website, you can 
create an account on the site. 
After creating an account, MYDOO 
will check your details and will confirm 
your subscription, for your first order 
to be placed!

Via the website you can pay directly, 
on account, by bank transfer, by 
credit card, via Ideal or with Paypal. 
To pay on account, the set net 30 
days.

Delivery

Delivery of goods will be within 2 to 
5 days, depending stock and due to 
backorders. 
Our maximum delivery time is 
30 days. If a product cannot be 
delivered after 60 days, the order 
will be cancelled. You will be 
informed if this happens. 
Orders over € 250 are free of 
delivery. We try to deliver the order 
as complete and fast as possible.

Phone:  (+31) (0) 85 877 1720  Email: info@mydoo.eu Office hours: 9:00 – 18:00
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

The traditional method to eradicate rodent pests from the home. Conventional traps are 
designed to catch and humanely kill mice and rats instantly. With a comprehensive range, the 
conventional traps that we sell are tried and tested for quality and ease of use; whether you 
prefer wooden, plastic, metal, pre-baited or boxed, we have you covered. 

In this catalog you’ll find our main categories: 

• Convential rodent traps 
• Humane rodent traps 
• Rodenticides and bait stations
• Cages
• Electronic pest control
• Garden pest control
• Insect control

In this chapter we explain what the main categories are about. With this 
information it should be clear how pest control traps are used.

Humane Traps 

These traps are ideal for end users who prefer to catch and release rodents rather than kill 
them. The humane traps that we sell per brand have been carefully designed in order to 
prevent unnecessary stress to the animals.

mydoo.eu

Category
Description 
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Electronic Pest Control

This is an increasingly popular way of controlling unwanted pests within the home and garden. Whether you wish 
to deter pests with our ultrasonic and electromagnetic repellers, or to instantly kill with the efficient and humane 
electronic rodent killers, there is an electronic solution for everyone.

Rodenticides & Baitstations 

Our section of rodenticides is very diverse. Some rodenticides are with poison but we mostly sell the non-poisonous 
Glue books. This is a very effective way to catch rodents and other pests. 

Cages

From rabbits and foxes to squirrels and magpies, MYDOO has the right cage to control the problem. A fantastic, 
traditional way of capturing pests around your property, our cages are popular due to their user friendly design, 
lightweight construction and efficient operation. They are built to a high standard using galvanised steel. We are 
proud to say that many pest controllers use the MYDOO selection of cages as part of their professional service.

Garden Pest Control

We have a growing range of high quality solutions to deal with all manner of pests which invade your garden, 
including cats, slugs, moles and birds! Our products have been developed to a high standard with pest controllers, 
and we have extensive knowledge to help ensure that your hard work is kept safe and secure from pests.

Insect Pest Control

We have a great selection of insect products that can control a range of household pest problems; these are all 
accompanied with instructions that provide direction and support.
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Pest-Stop manufactures a high quality of domestic pest control 
products. The brand is serious about pest control and offer 
a comprehensive range of specially designed products to 
successfully remove, prevent and deter garden and household 
pests.

Why stock Pest-Stop?

• Market leading brands including Little Nipper® and Trip-Trap

• Support from a highly professional and helpful customer service 
team

• Products are widely used and endorsed by professional pest 
control companies

• High quality products developed and tested by our expert 
technical team

• Marketing support to enhance the sales environment

• Regular addition of innovative new products to complement 
and increase our existing range

• Regular marketing activity via PR, advertising and social media 
across gardening, DIY, agricultural and lifestyle environments
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

PSLNM

Little Nipper Mouse Trap

PSLNMB

PSLNR

Little Nipper Mouse Trap Boxed

Little Nipper Rat Trap

• The original and best - first made over 120 years ago in 1897
• Distinctive and effective, quick and humane
• Astoundingly high catch rate
• Contains 30 loose traps
• Dimensions (mm): 40 (H) x 100 (W) x 20 (D)

• The original and best - first made over 120 years ago in 1897
• Distinctive and effective, quick and humane
• Astoundingly high catch rate
• Pack of 2 mouse traps
• Dimensions (mm): 40 (H) x 100 (W) x 20 (D)

• High performance rat trap with a sensitive treadle
• Based on famous design of Little Nipper Mouse Trap
• Extra large treadle resulting in an extremely high catch rate
• Powerful trap - quick and humane
• Contains 6 loose traps
• Dimensions (mm): 11 (H) x 175 (W) x 70 (D)

Pack

Box

Box

Box

2

30

12

6

5014055000132

5014055000828

5014055000156

5014055000279

5014055000149

5014055000033

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

PSLNRB

Little Nipper Rat Trap Boxed

PSSPT

PSPRT

Sure-Set Mouse Trap

Sure-Set Rat Trap

• High performance rat trap with a sensitive treadle
• Based on famous design of Little Nipper Mouse Trap
• Extra large treadle resulting in an extremely high catch rate
• Powerful trap - quick and humane
• Contains single boxed trap
• Dimensions (mm): 11 (H) x 175 (W) x 70 (D)

• One click set and release mechanism
• Very easy to use - perfect for the domestic user
• Bait well eliminates chance of bait theft
• No touch disposal - easy to release, clean and reuse
• Contains 2 traps
• Dimensions (mm): 149 (H) x 122 (W) x 64 (D)

• One click set and release mechanism
• Very easy to use - perfect for the domestic user
• Bait well eliminates chance of bait theft
• No touch disposal - easy to release, clean and reuse
• Quick, powerful and humane killing action
• Dimensions (mm): 210 (H) x 125 (W) x 80 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

2

1

6

12

12

5014055000835

5014055001047

5014055000163

5014055002037

5014055003676

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

PSSTM

Pre-Baited Snap Trap

PSSTMB

PSESMT

Pre-Baited Snap Trap Boxed

Easy-Setting Metal Mouse Trap

• The ultimate user friendly trap - comes ready to use
• Pre-baited, so no need to buy additional attractant
• Extremely attractive mixture of peanut oil and molasses
• No touch disposal - easy to release and clean
• Reusable
• Contains 16 loose traps
• Dimensions (mm): 40 (H) x 90 (W) x 55 (D)

• The ultimate user friendly trap - comes ready to use
• Pre-baited, so no need to buy additional attractant
• Extremely attractive mixture of peanut oil and molasses
• No touch disposal - easy to release and clean
• Reusable
• Contains single boxed trap
• Dimensions (mm): 40 (H) x 90 (W) x 55 (D)

• Effective, robust and long lasting metal trap
• Sensitive mechanism and powerful action for a quick kill
• Easy to set
• Reusable
• Dimensions (mm): 110 (H) x 60 (W) x 26 (D)

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

16

12

12

5014055000170

5014055000842

5014055002044

5014055000255

5014055000187

5014055001023

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

PSESRT

Easy-Setting Metal Rat Trap

PSESMTB

PSESRTB

Easy-Set Mouse Trap Box

Easy-Set Rat Trap Box

• Effective, robust and long lasting metal trap
• Sensitive mechanism and powerful action for a quick kill
• Easy to set
• Reusable
• Dimensions (mm): 170 (H) x 90 (W) x 25 (D)

• Powerful trap in a secure box ensures safety
• Ultra hygienic - contains the mouse for easy disposal
• Simple to set and easy to use
• Impact and tamper resistant, lockable box
• Perfect for homes with small children or pets
• Improved retail packaging
• Dimensions (mm): 150 (H) x 120 (W) x 65 (D)

• Powerful trap in a secure box ensures safety
• Ultra hygienic - contains the rat for easy disposal
• Simple to set and easy to use
• Impact and tamper resistant, lockable box
• Perfect for homes with small children or pets
• Improved retail packaging
• Dimensions (mm): 280 (H) x 180 (W) x 120 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

12

15

10

50140550029295014055001030

5014055003089

5014055003096

Product

Product

Product

Outer
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Humane Rodent Traps

PSTT

Trip-Trap Mouse Trap

PSTTB

PSPAMT

Trip-Trap Mouse Trap Boxed

Automatic Metal Mouse Trap

• The safe and humane solution to deal with unwanted mice
• Stores mice safely inside without harming them
• Very easy to bait and set, and simple to release mice
• British design
• In clear plastic for easy monitoring, with ventilation holes
• Contains 6 loose traps
• Dimensions (mm): 50 (H) x 180 (W) x 55 (D)

• The safe and humane solution to deal with unwanted mice
• Stores mice safely inside without harming them
• Very easy to bait and set, and simple to release mice
• British design
• In clear plastic for easy monitoring, with ventilation holes
• Contains single boxed trap
• Dimensions (mm): 50 (H) x 180 (W) x 55 (D)

• High quality galvanised steel humane trap
• Mice are swept into the ventilated capture compartment
• Compassionate solution in areas of high rodent activity
• Clear plastic window for convenient monitoring
• Catches up to 15 mice at a time without harm
• Dimensions (mm): 240 (H) x 200 (W) x 150 (D)

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

6

6

1

5014055000194

5014055001429

5014055000118

5014055000200

5014055001009

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Humane Rodent Traps

PSPMMT

Multicatch Metal Mouse Trap

PSMMT

Multicatch Mouse Trap

• High quality, rust resistant galvanised steel trap
• Very easy and safe to use
• Two entry points for increased catch rate
• Extra ventilation to reduce stress to captured mice
• Catches up to 10 mice at a time without harm
• Dimensions (mm): 45 (H) x 260 (W) x 160 (D)

• One way entry system resets after triggering
• A great, humane solution in areas of high mouse 

activity
• Tunnel design cleverly attracts mice to the trap 

entrance
• Catches up to 4 mice at a time without harm
• Dimensions (mm): 160 (H) x 300 (W) x 80 (D)

5014055000200

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

12

6

5014055000996 5014055000139

5014055000545

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations

PSPBMS

Super Mouse Killer Pasta

PSPBRS

PSTS

Pre-baited Rat Station

Tunnel Station

• Use bait safely and discreetly
• Locked, single use baited station for mouse control
• Contains market leading active ingredient - difenacoum
• No need to touch the rodenticide
• Good option if used around children and non-target animals
• Cleverly designed to appeal to the inquisitive nature of mice
• Dimensions (mm): 130 (H) x 76 (W) x 40 (D)

• Use bait safely and discreetly
• Locked, single use baited station for rodent control
• Contains powerful active ingredient - brodifacoum
• Highly attractive chocolate scent
• No need to touch the rodenticide
• Cleverly designed to appeal to the inquisitive nature of rats
• No known resistance

• High quality station
• Secure locking system, ideal for use with rodenticides
• Best solution to tackle large rodent infestations
• Is ideal for placement in compact areas where space is limited
• Contains a pack of keys and rods
• Can be reused multiple times for both mice and rats
• Method of choice for rodent control professionals
• Dimensions (mm): 100 (H) x 340 (W) x 110 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

6

3

10

5060525030307

5060525030598

5060525030277

Product

Product

Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations

PSMBS

Mouse Bait Station

PSRBSP

Rat Bait Station

• Controls mice smartly and discreetly
• Lockable bait station safe for use around children and 

pets
• Highly durable and shock resistant
• Reusable
• Method of choice for rodent control professionals
• Dimensions (mm): 130 (H) x 76 (W) x 40 (D)

• Controls rat problems smartly and discreetly
• Lockable bait station safe for use around children 

and pets
• Reusable
• Method of choice for rodent control professionals
• Can be used with traps or rodenticides
• Comes complete with rods to hold block bait
• Dimensions (mm): 440 (H) x 250 (W) x 112 (D)

5014055001559

5014055001566

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

6

6

5014055001740

5014055001672

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Cages

PSRCAGE

Rat Cage

PSRMCAGE

PSSCAGE

Multicatch Rat Cage

Squirrel Cage

• Galvanised steel cage, highly effective for catching rats
• Reliable trip-plate mechanism securely contains rat inside
• Rust resistant
• Reusable cage for indoor and outdoor use
• No assembly required, just set and go
• Single entry
• Dimensions (mm): 375 (L) x 185 (W) x 160 (H)

• Ingenious funnel design allows capture of multiple rats
• Humane method of control in areas of high infestation
• Rust resistant
• Reusable cage for indoor and outdoor use
• No assembly required, just set and go
• Double entry
• Dimensions (mm): 420 (L) x 230 (W) x 200 (H)

• High quality, robust, galvanised steel cage
• Reliable trip-plate mechanism safety seals squirrel inside
• Rust resistant
• Carry-handle for easy, protected transportation
• No assembly required, just set and go
• Double entry
• Dimensions: (mm): 610 (H) x 210 (W) x 175 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

6

6

6

5014055000323

5014055001917

5014055001894

5014055000323

5014055001887

5014055001856

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Cages

PSRABCAGE

Rabbit Cage

PSMCAGE

Mink Cage

• High quality, robust, galvanised steel cage
• Reliable trip-plate mechanism safety seals rabbit inside
• Rust resistant and reusable
• No assembly required, just set and go
• Large opening for rabbits and similar size pests
• Single entry
• Dimensions (mm): 800 (H) x 235 (W) x 260 (D)

• High quality, robust, galvanised steel cage
• Reliable trip-plate mechanism safety seals mink 

inside
• Rust resistant and reusable
• No assembly required, just set and go
• Double entry
• Dimensions (mm): 762 (L) x 152 (W) x 140 (H)

5014055001863

5014055001870

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

1

6

5014055001863
OuterProduct

Product
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Cages

LARCAGE

Larsen Cage

FOXCAGE

Fox Cage

• Designed to catch crows and magpies
• Strong and durable construction
• Rust resistant and reusable
• Supplied flat-packed for easy storage
• Easy to assemble
• Dimensions (mm): 760 (H) x 760 (W) x 460 (D)

• Large, high quality galvanised steel cage
• Reliable trip-plate mechanism safety seals fox inside
• Rust resistant and reusable
• Supplied flat-packed for easy storage
• Easy to assemble
• Single entry
• Dimensions (mm): 1520 (H) x 480 (W) x 520 (D)

5014055001412

5014055001252

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

1

1

5014055001412

5014055001252

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Electronic Pest Control 

PSIR-ORE

Indoor Pest Repeller - One Room

PSIR-SHE

PSIR-LHE

Indoor Pest Repeller - Small House

Indoor Pest Repeller - Large House

• Humane and mess-free pest control solution
• Ultrasonic waves target both rodents and insects
• Covers 1,000 square feet / 90m²
• Harmless to pets, children and pregnant women
• Targets rats, mice, cockroaches and ants
• Costs less than £1 annually to run
• Available with a Euro plug (PSIR-ORE)
• Dimensions (mm): 157 (H) x 77 (W) x 69 (D)

• Humane and mess-free pest control solution
• Ultrasonic and electromagnetism targets rodents and insects
• Covers 2,500 square feet / 230m²
• Harmless to pets, children and pregnant women
• Targets rats, mice, cockroaches and ants
• Costs less than £1.30 annually to run
• Available with a Euro plug (PSIR-SHE)
• Dimensions (mm): 190 (H) x 89 (W) x 70 (D)

• Humane and mess-free pest control solution
• Boost option targets spiders
• Ultrasonic and electromagnetism targets rodents and insects
• Covers an impressive 4,000 square feet / 370m²
• Harmless to pets, children and pregnant women
• Targets rats, mice, cockroaches, ants and spiders
• Costs less than £1.40 annually to run
• Available with a Euro plug (PSIR-LHE)
• Dimensions (mm): 202 (H) x 90 (W) x 70 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

6

6

6

5014055000668

5014055003171

5014055003072

5014055003126

5014055003133

5014055003140

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Electronic Pest Control 

PSOR-UA

Ultrasonic All Pest Repeller

PSOR-UC

PSOR-SB

Ultrasonic Cat Repeller

Sonic Bird Repeller

• Emits three frequencies undetectable to humans
• Works on a looped cycle or infrared motion sensor
• Range of 15 meters (117m²) with 60 degrees of rotation
• Wall mount and ground spike for flexible positioning
• Repels rodents, dogs, cats, rabbits, squirrels, badgers and foxes
• 2 x 9V (not included) required if battery operated
• Dimensions (mm): 143 (H) x 95 (W) x 97 (D)

• Emits frequencies that target feline hearing, undetectable to humans
• Works on a looped cycle or infrared motion sensor
• Range of 15 meters (117m²) with 60 degrees of rotation
• Wall mount and ground spike for flexible positioning
• Deters cats from entering your garden without harm
• 2 x 9V (not included) required if battery operated
• Dimensions (mm): 143 (H) x 95 (W) x 97 (D)

• Three pre-programmed sounds to deter birds
• Works on a looped cycle or infrared motion sensor
• Wall mount and ground spike for flexible positioning
• Safe for other pets and animals
• Sounds included predator birds and starling distress call
• 4 x C batteries (not included) required if battery operated
• Dimensions (mm): 200 (H) x 160 (W) x 190 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

24

24

24

5014055003195

5014055003201

5014055003218

5014055003195

5014055003201

5014055003218

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Electronic Pest Control 

PS-UPK

Universal Power Kit

PSIPFK

PSIIFK

Plug-in LED Insect Flykiller

Indoor Insect Flykiller

• Mains power kit designed for use with Outdoor Repellers
• Fantastic, cost saving alternative to battery power
• Contains both UK and EU plugs for universal use
• 10 metre extension lead suitable for most gardens
• Watertight surrounding attachment suitable for poor weather

• Kills flies and other flying insects
• Slimline and contemporary design
• Extractable tray for easy cleaning and disposal
• Includes a small brush for cleaning purposes
• Provides protection both day and night
• Available in an EU plug (PSIPFKE)
• Dimensions (mm): 125 (H) x 105 (W) x 65 (D)

• Lures and elimates flies, mosquitoes and midges in the home
• Vertical killing grid provides a higher killing success rate
• Unique grid for a superior catch rate
• High level of UV irradiance
• Non-toxic solution
• Extractable bottom collection tray for easy cleaning
• Has over 8000 hours of use
• Dimensions (mm): 125 (H) x 125 (W) x 225 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

1

6

4

50140550032255014055003225

5060525031281

5060525030406

Product

Product

Product

Outer
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Electronic Pest Control 

PSEMK

Electronic Mouse Killer

PSERK

Electronic Rat Killer

• Highly effective - works quickly and humanely
• New & improved design
• Mess and toxin-free method for dealing with mice
• Patented ‘Smart Circuit’ technology
• Power cuts out when open for safety
• Lights indicate activation and low battery power
• Four AA Batteries (not included) provide power for up 

to 100 kills
• Dimensions (mm): 168 (H) x 85 (W) x 50 (D)

• Highly effective - works quickly and humanely
• New & improved design
• Mess and toxin-free method for dealing with rats
• Patented ‘Smart Circuit’ technology
• Power cuts out when open for safety
• Lights indicate activation and low battery power
• Four C Batteries (not included) provide power for up to 

50 kills
• Dimensions (mm): 240 (H) x 90 (W) x 115 (D)

5014055000422

5014055000439

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

6

4

5014055000521

5014055000514

Outer

Outer carton

Product

Product
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Garden Pest Control 

PSPS

Prikka Strip

PSGSSP

PSGST

Slug & Snail Trap

Anti Slug & Snail Tape

• Deters cats from entering your property
• Effective solution to deter unwanted visitors from ledges
• Weatherproof
• Flexible - fix to fences, gates and walls
• Highly uncomfortable but unlikely to cause injury
• Contains 8 strips each measuring (mm): 500 (L) x 45 (W)

• Sturdy, discreet and reliable solution to controlling slugs and snails
• Non-toxic - no chemicals required
• Safe to use around children, wildlife and pets
• Simply add bait and place in the ground
• High grade, long lasting plastic
• Dimensions (mm): 130 (H) x 185 (L) x 185 (D)

• Discreet and friendly solution to slugs and snails
• Causes small, uncomfortable electric charge on contact
• Can be cut to length and placed anywhere
• Safe to use around children, wildlife and pets
• Contains 4 metres of tape

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

8

1

1

20

12

12

5060525030055

5014055003270

5014055003478

5060525030055

5014055003270

5014055003287

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

PSTMOLE

Tunnel Mole Trap

PSCMOLE

PSSMOLE

Claw Mole Trap

Scissor Mole Trap

• Improved: now 30% stronger than our previous traps
• Dual entry trap is quick, effective and humane
• Robust, rust resistant and reusable
• Developed and used by professional mole trappers
• The professional’s choice for mole trapping
• Dimensions (mm): 105 (H) x 150 (L) x 70 (D)

• Powerful jaws ensure a humane kill from either direction
• Long handles make this trap very easy to set
• Used by mole trapping experts
• Robust, rust resistant and reusable
• Ideal for use against moles that fill other traps with earth
• Dimensions (mm): 190 (H) x 110 (W) x 140 (D)

• Powerful jaws ensure a humane kill from either direction
• Long handles ensure safe grip while setting the trap
• Pest-Stop’s easiest mole trap to set
• Manufactured from long-lasting plated steel
• Sensitive trigger plate connected to trap via chain
• Dimensions (mm): 195 (H) x 150 (L) x 70 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

12

12

12

5014055001788

5014055002402

5014055001818

5014055000651

5014055002396

5014055000316

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

PSPBS10

Professional Bird Spikes

PSC

PSBSR3

Bird Spike Clips

Bird Scarer Rods

• Deter nuisance birds with this humane solution
• Place on window sills, ledges, walls and guttering
• Tough UV-resistant steel on a strong, flexible plastic base
• Each pack can provide protection for up to 5m
• Used by bird control professionals
• Dimensions (mm): 500 (L) x 150 (W) x 111 (H)

• For use with Pest-Stop Professional Bird Spikes
• For attaching birds spikes to guttering
• Simple to use, just clip and unclip as necessary
• Translucent and discreet
• Contains 30 clips - enough for 15 bird spike strips

• Keeps birds off your property - attractive and discreet
• Ideal for garden, allotments and balconies
• Rotates in the wind and reflects light to deter birds
• Simple to use - simply hang up outside
• 3 rods per pack
• Dimensions (mm): 470 (H) x 20 (W) x 20 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

30

3

10

12

8

5014055001955

5014055003355

5014055001542

5014055001948

5014055003355

5014055001542

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Insect Control 

PSBBBK

Bed Bug Blitz Kit

PSBC

PSBH

The Bugo - Soft Floor

The Bugo - Hard Floor

• Providing instant protection and treating the source of the problem
• Helps with both protection and prevention against bed bugs
• Kit contains a 300ml trigger spray, 100g powder and 11g fumer
• Active ingredients - cypermethrin, permethrin and pyrethrins
• Dimensions of box (mm): 120 (H) x 545 (W) x 50 (D)

• Prevents bed bugs from crawling into beds
• A unique adhesive ring which helps monitor activity
• Virtually invisible offering a discreet solution
• Works for up to 8 weeks on a carpeted floor
• Each pack contains 12 Bugos
• Dimensions (mm): 140 (H) x 140 (W) x 5 (D)

• Prevents bed bugs from crawling into beds
• A unique adhesive ring which helps monitor activity
• Virtually invisible offering a discreet solution
• Works for up to 8 weeks on a hard floor
• Each pack contains 12 Bugos
• Dimensions (mm): 140 (H) x 140 (W) x 5 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

3

12

12

1

12

12

5014055003614

5014055003621

506052503000

5014055003607

5014055003591

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Insect Control 

PSFFT

Fruit Fly Trap

PSWFS

Window Fly Stickers

• Discreet lemon shaped trap to place in or near fruit 
bowl

• Insects enter the trap and are captured in the liquid
• Simple and easy to use - just pierce one small hole
• Pet safe, food based, insecticide free attractant
• Will last for up to 4 weeks
• Dimensions (mm): 155 (H) x 70 (W) x 20 (D)

• Discreet, attractive and practical solution
• Exploits the attraction to light and warmth
• Safe and unobtrusive - no chemicals or odours
• Powerful adhesive will hold largest houseflies
• Contains 4 stickers in a pack
• Effective for up to 12 weeks
• Dimensions (mm): 12 (H) x 225 (W) x 2 (D)

5014055003416

5014055000750

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

4

8

20

5014055003423

5014055000927

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Insect Control 

PSFP

Fly Paper

PSFS

PSFR

Fly Swats

Fly Roller

• Traditional, non-toxic and well trusted solution
• Easy to use, simply untwist and hang in the home
• Drawing pin and hanging loop are provided
• Can catch up to 100 flies per tube
• Contains 4 tubes per pack
• Dimensions (mm): 90 (H) x 90 (W) x 25 (D)

• The classic solution to nuisance flies
• Tweezers included in the handle
• Spikes on top of swat help sweep away insect debris
• Extra long handle for added reach
• Contains 36 swats per pack
• Dimensions (mm): 120 (H) x 545 (W) x 2 (D)

• Innovative 3D pattern with fluorescent colour improves catch rate
• Specially designed for use in stables and milking rooms
• Tear off small parts or use like a curtain
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Easy to use and dispose of
• Compostable fly paper
• Packaging made from FSC material
• Effective for up to 8 weeks
• Covers 0.1 x 6m
• Dimensions (mm): 56 (H) x 113 (W) x 56 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

4

36

1

24

36

5014055000590

5014055000507

5014055000446

5014055000453

5060525032608

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Insect Control 

PSFRXL

Fly Roller XL

PSFLYS

PSFLYSR

Fly String

Fly String Refill

• Innovative 3D pattern with fluorescent colour improves catch rate
• Specially designed for use in stables and milking rooms
• Extra large surface area is ideal for larger spaces and high infestation 

areas
• Tear off small parts or use like a curtain
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Easy to use and dispose of
• Compostable fly paper
• Packaging made from FSC material
• Effective for up to 8 weeks
• Covers 0.3 x 9m
• Dimensions (mm): 130 (H) x 55 (W) x 325 (D)

• Specially designed for use in stables and milking rooms
• Comes complete with an installation kit
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Optimum results occur when installed at ceiling height
• Easy to use and dispose of
• Reusable – refill can be purchased separately
• Covers 500m

• Refill for the Pest-Stop Fly String
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Covers 500m

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

15

1

1

1

1

50605250335445060525033544

5060525033551

5060525032622

Product

Product

Product

Outer
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Insect Control 

PSCMT

Clothes Moth Trap

PSHMT

PSHMTR3

Hanging Moth Trap

Hanging Moth Trap Refill

• Discreet and effective pheromone trap
• Lures and traps clothes moths using pheromones
• Insecticide free and odourless - safe for children and pets
• Easy to assemble, perfect for drawers
• Effective for up to 6 weeks
• Each pack contains 2 traps
• Dimensions (mm): 117 (H) x 140 (L) x 15 (D)

• Discreet and effective pheromone trap
• Lures and traps clothes moths using pheromones
• Insecticide free and odourless
• Perfect for wardrobes and airing cupboards
• Each pad lasts up to 12 weeks
• Dimensions (mm): 235 (H) x 50 (L) x 70 (D)

• Sticky lure pad refills for the Hanging Moth Trap
• No need to buy new traps
• Each pad lasts up to 12 weeks
• Simple to replace
• Each pack contains 3 sticky lure pads
• Dimensions (mm): 170 (H) x 60 (L) x 2 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

2

1

3

12

12

20

5014055001801

5014055003102

5014055000729

5014055003102

5014055003119

Product

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Insect Control 

PSBBK

Bed Bug Killer

PSFCIK

PSWFIK

Flea & Crawling Insect Killer

Wasp & Flying Insect Killer

• The answer to eliminating bed bugs and dust mites in the home
• Fast acting for instant results
• Can be sprayed on both hard and soft furnishings
• Provides long term protection
• Easy to use, simply spray
• Contains 300ml
• Trusted by professionals
• Dimensions (mm): 235 (H) x 50 (W) x 50 (D)

• Eliminates fleas, cockroaches and other types of crawling insects
• Provides instant results
• Kills the pest quickly and prevents them from returning
• Safe to use in the home
• Easy to use, simply spray
• Contains 300ml
• Trusted by professionals
• Dimensions (mm): 235 (H) x 50 (W) x 50 (D)

• Advanced formulation that eliminates wasps, mosquitoes and other flying insects
• Fast acting with instant results
• Kills and prevents wasps and other flying insects
• Designed to knockdown and kill in seconds
• Immediate results upon contact
• Has very low toxicity levels
• Contains 300ml
• Dimensions (mm): 235 (H) x 50 (W) x 50 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

12

12

12

5014055003768

5014055003737

5014055003706

Product

Product

Product
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Rodents

For more than 120 years, Victor® has been dedicated to providing 
solutions to rodent problems. The first Victor® spring-based mouse 
trap was invented in 1898, revolutionizing the rodent control 
market. The story tells us John Mast designed the traps to capture 
mice coming to his property from a nearby popcorn factory. To this 
day,Victor® has produced over one billion impressions of the iconic 
Victor® V. The original Victor® traps are still manufactured in 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Victor® offers the broadest line of 
rodent control products in the marketincluding traps, repellents, 
and poisons. So, whether you are attempting to prevent a rodent 
infestation or trying to fight one, there is a product to fit each and 
every situation.
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Rodents

For more than 120 years, Victor® has been dedicated to providing 
solutions to rodent problems. The first Victor® spring-based mouse 
trap was invented in 1898, revolutionizing the rodent control 
market. The story tells us John Mast designed the traps to capture 
mice coming to his property from a nearby popcorn factory. To this 
day,Victor® has produced over one billion impressions of the iconic 
Victor® V. The original Victor® traps are still manufactured in 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Victor® offers the broadest line of 
rodent control products in the marketincluding traps, repellents, 
and poisons. So, whether you are attempting to prevent a rodent 
infestation or trying to fight one, there is a product to fit each and 
every situation.
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

M032

M035

M137

M140S

Easy Set®  Mouse Trap

Easy Set® Mouse Trap

Quick-Set™ Trap

Quick-Kill® Trap

• Consistent quality from a century-old brand
• Original wood-base wire snap trap with metal trip pedal or scented cheese pedal
• Uses wood from Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC® certified forests)
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons
• Over one billion sold

• Consistent quality from a century-old brand
• Original wood-base wire snap trap with metal trip pedal or scented cheese pedal
• Uses wood from Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC® certified forests)
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons
• Over one billion sold

• Proven Quick-Set™ design with Kill-Point™ feature
• Quick set and release
• Ideal for runway trapping
• Reusable or disposable

• Ideal for runaway trapping
• Precision Strike Technology™: Perfect placement for a quick, humane kill
• Excellent speed of kill rating™
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Bait hatch eliminates chance of bait theft
• Set with just one click
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

4

2

18

36

36

Pack

Pack

Box

6

2

6

10072868130356

30036348137697

30072868122775

0072868130359

0036348137696

0072868122774

Product

Product

Product

300728681303290072868130380Product Outer

Outer

Outer

Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

M144

M205

M267

M142S

Power-Kill™ Trap

Easy Set® Rat Trap

Kill Vault™ Traps

Power-Kill™ Traps

• Ideal for runaway trapping
• High-Impact Kill Bar™ for a quick, humane kill
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Set and release with just one click
• Large trip pedal is easily activated by rat
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

• Consistent quality from a century-old brand
• Original wood-base wire snap trap with metal trip pedal or scented cheese pedal
• Uses wood from Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC® certified forests)
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons
• Over one billion sold

• NEW Patented design
• Quick and humane kill using Kill-Gate™ technology
• Completely conceals dead rodent
• Reusable or disposable
• No Touch, No See™

• Ideal for runaway trapping
• High-Impact Kill Bar™ for a quick, humane kill
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Set and release with just one click
• Large trip pedal is easily activated by rat
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

1

1

2

2

6

12

4

6

300728680014450072868001444Product Outer

00728681320560072868002052Product Outer

300363484011630036348401162Product Outer

300728681227990072868122798Product Outer
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M265

Kill & Seal Mouse 

M325REN 

Mouse Trap

This disposable trap has a unique feature. You activate the 
mouse trap with the red lever. The mousetrap has its own 
bait, but you can also apply bait on the top. The mouse 
walks in through a bend and falls into the trap. As soon as 
the fall is triggered, the entrance closes and you see the 
lever jump up. For you, this is the indication that the trap is 
filled. The fall is completely closed. You can throw it all in 
the container with a mouse. This trap is designed so that 
you can catch mice effectively without having to see or 
touch the mice.

This Victor® Easy Set® mouse trap is the classic among the 
mouse traps. Offers direct control against mice and is safe 
for home use. The trap has a plastic “swiss cheese” bait 
pedal that is easy to activate. This arouses great interest 
when mice are hungry and walk around the floor, in order 
to guarantee a maximum chance of catching.

0072868132650

0072868133251

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

2

1

6

72

30072868132651
OuterProduct

Product

Conventional Rodent Traps 
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Humane Rodent Traps

M007

M310S

M333

Live Catch Mouse Trap

Tin Cat® Mouse Trap

Quick-Set™ Trap

• For catching and releasing mice
• Humane method of mouse control
• Simply bait, place, and release
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

• For catching and releasing mice
• Humane method of mouse control
• Simply bait, place, and release
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

• For catching and releasing mice
• Humane method of mouse control
• Simply bait, place, and release
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

2

1

1

6

6

6

300788681300770072868130076Product Outer

300728684301530072868133107Product Outer

300728683331330072868333132Product Outer
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

M162S

M930U

M917U

Clean-Kill™ Mouse Traps

Rat Bait Station

Refillable Bait Station

• Kill-Gate™: Perfect placement for quick, humane kill
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Bait door eliminates chance of bait theft
• Setting instructions printed on trap
• Narrow profile enables ideal placement
• Tunnel design encourages mouse traffic
• Covered trap for a no-see, no-touch experience
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

The Rat Bait Station is a safe and reliable solution for rodent control. The robust, lockable 
construction means the station cannot be tampered with making it safe for use around children 
and animals.  Add bait securely inside of the station to attract rats or mice. For best results, place 
bait stations indoors or out, where there are signs of rodent activity.  The addition of a bait rod 
and tray makes this station versatile allowing you to use Victor® rodenticide rat poison blocks, 
grain or Power-Kill™ snap traps. The clear lid allows for easy inspection for when bait needs to 
be replenished.

Features:
• Clear lid for easy inspection
• Robust, lockable construction
• Suitable for internal and external use
• Includes key, bait rod and tray
• Easy fix – optional wall mount
• Versatile – Use with rodenticide blocks, grain or Power Kill snap traps

The Mouse Bait Station provides a safe and reliable solution to mice infestations. The robust, 
lockable construction ensures the station is tamper proof allowing for safe use around children 
and animals.  The low profile design and secure nature of this bait stations makes it ideal for use 
in sensitive areas indoors or outdoors where rodent activity is present.  Simply add bait such as 
mouse poison rodenticide blocks or grain securely inside of the station to attract mice.

Features:
• Robust lockable construction
• Internal and external use
• Includes key
• Low profile design allows for discreet placement
• Versatile – use with Victor rodenticide blocks or grain

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

2

1

1

6

6

12

300728681620090072868162008Product Outer

50317260638695031726063869Product Outer

50317260638525031726063852Product Outer
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

M309

M320

M319

Tin Cat Glue Trap

Mouse Glue Trap

Rat Glue Trap

• Trap mice in your Tin Cat
• Victor proprietary glue formula
• No setting or baiting required, just place, and catch
• Professional Pest Control Product used to trap rodents

• Trap mice 
• Victor proprietary glue formula
• No setting or baiting required, just place, and catch
• Professional Pest Control Product used to trap rodents

• Trap rats 
• Victor proprietary glue formula
• No setting or baiting required, just place, and catch
• Professional Pest Control Product used to trap rodents

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

72

72

24

0072868133091Product

0072868133206Product

0072868133190Product
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Electronic Pest Control

M241

Electronic Rat Traps

M240

Electronic Rat & Mouse Trap

• High voltage shock kills rat in seconds
• Bait, place, turn on and empty
• No-Touch, No-See™ experience
• Indoor use only
• No chemicals or poisons, use with caution around 

children and pets
• Trap is reusable

The Victor® Electronic Rat Trap is the ultimate in rodent 
control. It works by delivering a humane, high-voltage shock 
to kill rats that enter the chamber. This powerful device 
is capable of killing up to 50 rats per set of fully charged 
batteries, making it a great value when you’re dealing with 
a sizable infestation. It’s also easy to use! To get started, 
simply apply a high protein bait in the provided bait cup, 
place the trap in a location with high rodent activity and 
turn on.

• Detects rodent and instantly releases stored electrical 
energy to kill rodent

• Poison free-no harmful poisons
• Designed for mice and rats of all sizes

0072868241789

0072868132407

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

4

4

30072868241780

20072868132401

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Electronic Pest Control

M250S

M260

M752P-E

Electronic Mouse Traps

Electronic Mouse Traps

Ultrasonic Pest Repeller Twinpack

• Ideal for runaway trapping
• Precision Strike Technology™: Perfect placement for a quick, humane kill
• Excellent speed of kill rating™
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Bait hatch eliminates chance of bait theft
• Set with just one click
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

• Ideal for runaway trapping
• Precision Strike Technology™: Perfect placement for a quick, humane kill
• Excellent speed of kill rating™
• Large bait trough for easy baiting
• Bait hatch eliminates chance of bait theft
• Set with just one click
• Use anywhere indoors or outdoors
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable or disposable

• More than 2x the sound and coverage of a standard ultrasonic pest control.
• The sound produced by this driver is not audible to humans and / or pets. Varying intensive 

sounds and frequencies of ultrasonic sound waves prevent pests from getting used to the 
Victor® Heavy Duty PestChaser® repeller.

• For use in large rooms, kitchens, garages, attics or basements. Because the sound is not 
audible you can see by a red LED that your device is working. The vermin is greatly reduced 
between 6 and 10 days.

• This repellent is less aggressive than falling, safer than poison and not harmful to humans or 
animals.

NOTE: Ultrasonic sound waves cannot penetrate furniture or walls. Multiple units are needed for multiple 
rooms.

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

2

Box

Box

Box

4

2

6

300728682505220072868250521Product Outer

300728681326060072868132605Product Outer

300728687319840072868731983Product Outer
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Electronic Pest Control

M753E

Mini Pest Chaser

M792E

Pestchaser® Pro Rodent Repellers

• More than 3x the sound and coverage of a standard 
ultrasonic pest control.

• The sound produced by this driver is not audible to 
humans and / or pets. Varying intensive sounds and 
frequencies of ultrasonic sound waves prevent pests 
from getting used to the Victor® Heavy Duty PestChaser® 
repeller.

• For use in large rooms, kitchens, garages, attics or 
basements. Because the sound is not audible you can 
see by a red LED that your device is working. The vermin 
is greatly reduced between 6 and 10 days.

• This repellent is less aggressive than falling, safer than 
poison and not harmful to humans or animals.

NOTE: Ultrasonic sound waves cannot penetrate furniture or walls. 
Multiple units are needed for multiple rooms

• 2X the output as the mini units
• 2X the coverage as the mini units
• Ideal for large-size garages, basements, attics, etc.
• High frequency ultrasonic sound repels rodents
• PestChaser® emits ultrasonic sound at varying volumes 

(peaking at 100dB) and varying frequencies (ranging 
from 32 to 62 kHz)

• This technology prevents rodents from becoming 
accustomed to the ultrasonic sound

• Red V LED light shows the unit is active
• 6 ft. cord enables ideal placement
• PestChaser® uses less than a penny a day in energy 

costs
• No chemicals or poisons
• Cannot be heard by humans and non-rodent pets
• Use anywhere indoors
• Rodent activity is reduced in 6-10 days

0072868167539

0072868792540

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

3

1

6

4

30072868167530

30072868792541

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Electronic Pest Control

RZC001

M1

Rat Zapper® Classic

Electronic Traps

Electronic Traps

• Easy to use - insert batteries, bait, turn on, place and relax
• Hands-free, No-Touch, No See™ experience
• Easy to clean and can be reused indefinitely
• Kills 1 rat per setting
• Battery replacement notification
• Safe and sanitary - while always wise to use caution around children and pets, there is no 

blood, mess, chemicals or poisons
• 8,000-volt two-plate design delivers a shock that lsts two full minutes
• Red indicator light flashes upon kill

• High voltage shock kills mouse in seconds
• Bait, place, turn on and empty
• Beveled columns hold mouse in place for no escapes
• Built-in safety switch and tunnel design protect children and pets
• 100% kill rate
• No-Touch, No-See™ experience
• Indoor use only
• No chemicals or poisons, can be used around children and pets
• Trap is reusable

• High voltage shock kills rat in seconds
• Bait, place, turn on and empty
• No-Touch, No-See™ experience
• Indoor use only
• No chemicals or poisons, use with caution around children and pets
• Trap is reusable

M2

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

4

2

2

2073712070008700737120700083Product Outer

0072868350771Product

0072868104480Product
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Garden Pest Control 

0645

M655U

M665U

Mole Trap

Scissor Mole Trap

Tunnel Mole Trap

• Plunger style mole trap
• Weather-resistant metal spears for superior strength and durability
• Can be used in all soil types
• Fully assembled
• Equipped with a safety clip for secure operation
• Each trap is hand-tested to ensure the highest quality
• No chemicals or poisons
• Reusable

• Durable: made out of rust-resistant Galvanised Metal
• Easy to set with a strong, simple mechanism
• The mole trap is quick and powerful, ensuring efficiency and a quick kill
• Place trap in active tunnel locations
• Spring closes the trap on the mole when it dislodges the plate

• Durable: The Tunnel Mole Trap is made of rust-resistant Galvanised Metal – suitable for use in 
all weathers

• The trap is placed in the mole run and spring closes when mole passes through, killing it 
instantly

• The half-tunnel design means that it is easily hidden and does not allow light to pass through
• When covered by a board, the trap can also be used in a field with livestock
• Easy to set and use with clear setting instructions on the label

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

6

12

12

100363480064560036348006459Product Outer

150317260638285031726063821Product Outer

150317260638355031726063838Product Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

Humane Rodent Traps

2305402017

2651412017

Radikal Mice Trap

Barrière Radikal Tunnel 
Fall Mice

The classic trap against mice!
• The indispensable ally in the fight against mice 
• Reusable 

COMPO Barrier Radikal Tunnel Fall Mice is specially 
designed to combat mice in the most discreet and hygienic 
way. The fall is very effective. Thanks to the modern design 
you can use the trap in any living space.

• Safe to use
• No contact with dead mice
• Very effective
• Modern design for all living spaces

5411196028863

5411196028856

Pack

Pack

3

1

Box

Box

24

12

5411196628865

5411196028858

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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For all types of bait! 

• Easy to use: suitable for all types of authorized bait (cereals, pasta)
• Effective: no dead mice will remain in the feed box as the majority of attractants work with a 

certain delay
• Safe for children and pets: the feed box is opened with a key, so the attractants are only 

accessible to the mice
• Inexpensive: the feed box is refillable and ensures better protection and storage of bait, 

especially in humid environments

2182402017

Barrière Radikal Mice Feeder

Rodenticides and Bait Stations

For all types of bait! 

• Easy to use: suitable for all types of authorized bait (cereals, pasta)
• Effective: there will be no dead rats left in the feed box as the majority of attractants work with 

a certain delay
• Safe for children and pets: the feed box is opened with a key, so the attractants are only 

accessible to rats
• Inexpensive: the feed box is refillable and ensures better protection and storage of bait, 

especially in humid environments

2190902017

2182502017

Barrière Radikal Toxa ( 2x 25 Gram) Grain + Feeder

Barrière Radikal Rat Feeder

The radikal solution against mice! 

• Bait in the form of cereals
• Strong attraction
• Effective from the 1st intake
• Ideal for use in dry rooms

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

24

8

54111960288725411196028870Product Outer

54111966312475411196031245Product Outer

54111966288895411196028887Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

1100512003

1100712003

2199802003

Karate Garden Concentraat NL 100ml

Karate Garden Spray 750ml

Mirazyl Gran 100gr + 50gr

Compo Karate Garden is a concentrated insecticide (to be diluted with water) with a very broad 
spectrum of activity. The agent has a fast and effective effect and can be used on ornamental 
plants and pot plants indoors and outdoors, on vegetables and on fruit. All kinds of sucking and 
biting insects are controlled: aphids, caterpillars, thrips, whitefly, ... The formulation ensures rapid 
absorption by the plant, making the product rainproof after 2 hours. Moreover, Compo Karate 
Garden has a duration of two weeks and the waiting time for harvesting fruit and vegetables is 
very short.

• Against biting and sucking insects
• Very broad operating spectrum
• Efficient with a low dosage
• Short waiting time for the harvest
• Fast operation

The ready-to-use COMPO Karate Garden with broad effect is ideal for combating various types 
of sucking and biting insects. The specific formulation ensures rapid absorption by the plant, 
making the product rainproof after 2 hours. Moreover, the product has an effect for two weeks. 
The waiting time for the harvest is very short for fruit and vegetables.

• Spray against sucking and biting insects
• Very broad operating spectrum
• Ready for use
• Fast operation

COMPO Mirazyl Gran is a means for combating ants and ant nests. The product is soluble in 
water or can be sprinkled. The product contains a dust-free bait in the form of fine sugar granules. 
Thanks to the strong appeal of the product, ants are controlled by a one-time application.

• Against ants and cockroaches
• To be used indoors or on the terrar
• Ready for use
• 1 per pack
• Content: 100 grams + 50% FREE

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

54111966972505411196097258Product Outer

54111966973595411196097357Product Outer

54111966286505411196028658Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

2199902003

2333312003

Mirazyl Gran 200gr + 50gr

Karate Garden Concentraat NL 300ml

COMPO Mirazyl Gran is a means for combating ants and ant nests. The product is soluble in 
water or can be sprinkled. The product contains a dust-free bait in the form of fine sugar granules. 
Thanks to the strong appeal of the product, ants are controlled by a one-time application.

• Against ants and cockroaches
• To be used indoors or on the terrace
• Ready for use
• 1 per pack
• Content: 200 grams + 50% FREE

Compo Karate Garden concentrate 300ml is a concentrated insecticide with a very broad 
spectrum of activity. The product fights all kinds of biting and sucking insects (aphids, 
caterpillars, thrips, whitefly and the like) and has a fast and effective effect on ornamental plants, 
pot plants (indoors and outdoors), vegetables and fruit. The agent is absorbed by the plant very 
quickly and the waiting time for harvesting fruit and vegetables is very short.

• Against biting and sucking insects
• Very broad operating spectrum
• Efficient with a low dosage
• Short waiting time for the harvest
• Fast operation

2336202017

Barrière Radikal Mole Clamp

Simple, fast and effective! 

•  A simple and effective way to catch moles
• Compact 12 cm wide fall with powerful spring mechanism: for a powerful, fast and painless 

death
• Depressing the lever is sufficient to arm the trap
• Practically no risk that the fall will be trapped by earth or stones

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

54111966286675411196028665Product Outer

54111966972675411196097265Product Outer

54111966310015411196031009Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

2434312003

2434402003 

Bio Anti-Snail 500gr

Bio Anti-Snail 1kg

COMPO Bio Anti-Snail is a new effective snail bait with an active substance of natural origin. 
You can use the grains for the control of slugs on ornamental plants, fruit and vegetables 
(including potatoes) in the garden and the greenhouse. After eating the grains, the snails 
lose their appetite, stop feeding on the plants and retire to their hiding place, where they will 
eventually die. Consequently, no dead snails or slime marks will be found in the garden.

• Effective bait
• Attractant of natural origin
• Protects for an entire season
• Rain and mold resistant granules

COMPO Bio Anti-Snail is a new effective snail bait with an active substance of natural origin. 
You can use the grains for the control of slugs on ornamental plants, fruit and vegetables 
(including potatoes) in the garden and the greenhouse. After eating the grains, the snails lose 
their appetite, stop feeding on the plants and retire to their hiding place, where they will eventually 
die. Consequently, no dead snails or slime marks will be found in the garden.

• Effective bait
• Attractant of natural origin
• Protects for an entire season
• Rain and mold resistant granules

2336002017

Bio Barrière Anti-Snail 4kg

COMPO Bio Barrier Anti-Snail consists of sea shells that have been shattered into sharp splinters. 
This product forms a physical barrier against snails: by spreading the product around the areas 
to be protected (vegetable garden, ornamental plants), snails are prevented from attacking the 
plants.
The shells are weather resistant (can be used in both wet and dry conditions) and protect the 
plants for a long period. Thanks to their mineral nature, the crushed sea shells decompose and 
are absorbed into the soil life without any problem.

• Physical barrier against snails
• Rainproof
• Long-term protection

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

8

12

4

54111966604695411196060436Product Outer

54111966604455411196060443Product Outer

54111966604765411196060474Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

2434622017

Ant Lockbox

2434722017

Ant Lockbox

Pest control product against ants! 

• Indoors and around the house
• With honey as bait
• Shock effect
• Long-term effect

With Compo ant lockers ‘Mirazyl-Box’ 3 plus 1 free 
you can effectively and easily fight ants in and around 
buildings.

• Attracts the ants with honey, an excellent and 
natural attractant

• Contains a natural active substance, Spinosad, 
extracted from a natural soil bacterium

• The active substance is absorbed by the ants and 
taken to the ant nest, which completely destroys 
the nest

• Usage dose: one box per ant trace

5411196060832

5411196060849

Pack

Pack

2

4

Box

Box

20

20

5411196660834

5411196660841

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Insect Control 

2181402017

2181502017

2200402017

Barrière Insect Wasp Trap

Barrière Insect Wasp Fluid 500ml

Barrière Insect 2 In 1 Nomade

With ready to use wasp liquid!

Specifically designed for catching wasps and hornets outdoors.
• Practical and easy to use: can be placed upright or hung up
• Including 250ml wasp fluid
• The attractive attractant attracts the wasps into the trap through the funnel-shaped openings 

so that they can no longer escape

For use in wasp traps outside!

Natural active substances, mixture of flavored preparations.
• Ecological fluid for use in wasp traps outdoors
• In combination with the Barrier Insect® Wasp Trap, it is very effective at detecting wasps and 

hornets at an early stage
• Does not catch honey bees

2 in 1: illuminates the environment + eliminates mosquitoes

• Ideal for children’s bedroom, kitchen, terrace, on camping
• Variable brightness levels
• Waterproof: can be rinsed under the tap
• Without chemical products
• Charging via USB cable

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

6

12

12

54111966804055411196080403Product Outer

54111966804125411196080410Product Outer

54111966251615411196025169Product Outer
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Insect Control 

2370212003

2370312003

2434202017

2200502017

K.O. Crawling Insect Spray 400ml

K.O. Flying Insect Spray 400ml 

Bio Flycatchers

Barrière Radikal Ultrasone 2 In 1

READY TO USE SPRAY
Very efficient and user-friendly spray against crawling insects such as wood beds, silverfish, 
ticks, bugs, ants, earwig, mites and the like in (living) spaces. This product can also be used 
against wasps.

• Against all kinds of crawling insects
• To be used indoors, on the terrace and in the basement
• Very efficient operation

READY TO USE SPRAY
• Against flies and mosquitoes
• To be used in living, working and living areas
• Ready for use

The classic in fight against flies in home! 
• Odorless flycatchers
• Without insecticide
• Easy in use

2 IN 1: ILLUMINATED + DRIVES RATS AND MICE
• Scares rats and mice
• Emits 360 ° ultrasonic waves
• The frequency of the ultrasonic waves varies constantly
• For an area of 40 m²
• Ideal for the attic, kitchen, cellar and garage
• Replaces existing lamps

Pack

Pack

4

1

Pack

Pack

1

1

Box

Box

Box

Box

12

12

24

12

54111966249355411196024933Product Outer

54111966249735411196024971Product Outer

54111960803685411196080366Product Outer

54111966314075411196031405Product Outer
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

146313

Mouse Trap Pro

Luxan Mousetrap Pro is an impact-resistant and sturdy clamp that is also used in professional 
pest control to catch mice. This mousetrap is easy to tension and accurate. The caught mice 
can easily be removed from the clamp. Mousetrap Pro can be used in combination with the 
Mousebox Transparant / black and Nara Lure.

Pack

Box

Box

Box

2

6

20

10

145383

145384 

Mouse Trap Wood 

Rat Trap Wood

Luxan Mousetrap Wood is intended to combat mice. The trap is easy to tension and can be used 
multiple times. The mice are killed by a strong tap on the head. The favorable price also makes 
it possible to throw the dead mouse in the house trap together with the trap and to take a new 
trap for each use.

Luxan Rat Trap Wood is intended to combat rats.
The trap is easy to tension and can be used multiple times.
The rats are killed by a strong tap on the head.

Pack

Pack

2

1

145170

Mouse Trap

Luxan Mousetrap is intended for the control of house mice.
The trap contains a bait holder and can easily be clamped with one hand.
Focusing is not necessary, because this fall is constructed in such a way 
that it is always in focus. Thanks to the durable plastic, the trap is very 
suitable for reuse.

Pack

Box

2

12

87119575513798711957551386Product Outer

87119570018678711957001867Product Outer

8711957000136Product

8711957001829Product
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

145180 

Rat Trap Plastic

Luxan Rat trap plastic is intended for the control of rats and kills every rat with a firm tap on the 
head.
The trap contains a bait holder and is very easy to tension with one hand. Focusing is not 
necessary, because this fall is constructed in such a way that it is always in focus.
Thanks to the durable plastic, the trap is very suitable for reuse.

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

Pack

12

6

6

1

1

1

146320

Little Nipper Rat Trap

The Little Nipper Rat Trap is suitable for catching rats in places where they cause nuisance.
The metal feed part is short and therefore ensures that the rats fall better with their necks than 
with the traditional wooden rat trap.

146323  

Rat Trap Pro

Luxan Rat Trap Pro is an impact-resistant and sturdy clamp that is also used in professional pest 
control to catch rats.
This mousetrap is easy to tension and accurate.
The caught rats can easily be removed from the clamp.
Mousetrap Pro can be used in combination with the Rattenbox Transparent / Black.

87119575515088711957551492Product Outer

87119575514098711957551393Product Outer

8711957000150Product
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Humane Rodent Traps 

146314

Trip Trap Mouse Trap

146318

Multicatch Mouse Trap

Luxan Trip Trap Mousetrap is suitable for catching 
mice and then releasing them alive.
The trap is made entirely of plastic and can easily be 
used in living rooms, kitchens, attics, as well as in 
damp sheds and storage areas.

The Multicatch Mousetrap is suitable for catching up 
to 10 mice at once.
In particular in the case of a large pest there is 
sufficient capacity to put an end to the nuisance 
quickly.
The Multicatch Mousetrap is made of galvanized 
metal.
After the capture, the mice can be released in an 
environment where they will cause less nuisance.

8711957551416

8711957551430

Pack

Box

Box

Pack

1

6

6

1

8711957551416

8711957551447

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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146321

146322

Rat Box + Transparent Clamp

Rat Box + Clamp Black

The Rat Box + Transparent Clamp is a bait box with a sturdy clamp.
This clamp can easily be clamped from the outside.
The advantage of placing the clamp in a sealed bait box is that it does not allow children, but also 
cats, dogs and other pets to accidentally come into contact with the clamp.
Fighting a safe and poison-free way of rats.

The Rat Box + Clamp Black is a bait box that has a sturdy clamp.
This clamp can easily be clamped from the outside.
The advantage of placing the clamp in a sealed bait box is that it does not allow children, but also 
cats, dogs and other pets to accidentally come into contact with the clamp.
Fighting a safe and poison-free way of rats.

Rodenticides and Bait Stations

146311

146312

Mouse Box + Transparent Clamp

Mouse Box + Clamp Black

The Mouse Box + Transparent Clamp is a bait box that has a sturdy clamp.
This clamp can easily be clamped from the outside.
The advantage of placing the clamp in a sealed bait box is that it does not allow children, but also 
cats, dogs and other pets to accidentally come into contact with the clamp.
Fighting a safe and poison-free method of mice.
Because the bait box is transparent, the catch can easily be checked.

The Mouse Box + Clamp Black is a bait box that has a sturdy clamp.
This clamp can easily be clamped from the outside.
The advantage of placing the clamp in a sealed bait box is that it does not allow children, but also 
cats, dogs and other pets to accidentally come into contact with the clamp.
Fighting a safe and poison-free method of mice.

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

6

6

6

6

1

1

1

87119575513008711957551294Product Outer

87119575513248711957551317Product Outer

87119575513488711957551331Product Outer

87119575513628711957551355Product Outer
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations

145332

146310

146315

Mouse Feeder + Key

Rat Feeder + Key

Nara Lure Vanilla Mouse

Luxan Mouse Feeder + Key is suitable for placing bags with mouse pellets.
The box is safe to use and is also ideal for use in damp rooms.
This feed box can also be used effectively to expand the number of bait points.

The Rat Feeder + Key is suitable for placing bait against rats.
The box is made of sturdy plastic and is resistant to various weather conditions.

Nara Lure Vanilla Mouse is intended to be placed as bait in the special Luxan Mousetrap 
Pro, Luxan Rat Trap Pro and in the Mice Box Transparent / Black with clamp and the Ratbox 
Transparent / Black with clamp.
The special vanilla scent that Nara Lure spreads attracts mice and rats for a long time.
Nara Lure does not mold, rot and is not attractive to other vermin, such as silverfish, cockroaches, 
and so on.

Pack 2

Pack

Pack

1

1

Box

Box

Box

10

6

6

87119575511648711957551157Product Outer

87119575514618711957551454Product Outer

8711957551232Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations

146300

Tomorin 2x10gr

146326

Brodilux Grain 50gr

Luxan Tomorin is a new medicine against mice with 
a unique effect.
The drug is not based on a “blood thinning” but 
works as an anesthetic.
Mice will die with a small dose.

• Active substance: Alphachloralose
• Content: 3.4%

Luxan Brodilux Grain is a grain-based bait, ready 
for use, in sachets of 25 grams to combat house 
mice. It contains the 2nd generation anticoagulant 
brodifacoum as an active substance. This already 
works after a single shot. Rodents die a few days 
(3-5) after admission without arousing suspicion 
against the bait of other members of the colony. 
Brodilux Grain is a bait consisting of shelled 
grain and is made using SAT (Special Absorption 
Technology) technology. In this way a homogeneous 
distribution of the active substance on the inner and 
outer surfaces of the grain is obtained. The product 
contains a balanced mixture of food components that 
is attractive to rodents and an aversion-generating 
substance (Denatonium Benzoate) to prevent human 
consumption.

8711957001317 

8711957358275

Pack

Box

Pack

Pack

1

6

1

6

8711957001324

8711957358541

Outer

Outer

Product 

Product
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Cages 

Garden Pest Control 

115638

146319

116151

Ortiva Garden

Rat Cage

Luxan Spray Sulfur is an excellent resource of natural origin. This product is used in both the 
professional and private sector to protect crops naturally against mildew.
Luxan Spray Sulfur can be used against mildew in roses, grapes, strawberries, perennials, 
apples and other crops. The agent is also good to use against shot sickness and blackberry 
mite.

• Active substance: Sulfur
• Content: 80%.
• Sprayer

The Rat Cage can be used to catch rats in places where they cause nuisance.
The rats can be released after catching in places where they do not cause nuisance or they can 
be drowned.

Ortiva Garden is a remedy for diseases in the ornamental and vegetable garden.
In addition to tackling leaf spot diseases and mildew in the ornamental garden, the remedy also works 
against various fungal diseases in the vegetable garden.
The agent is absorbed by the plant and distributed throughout the plant.
This ensures optimum protection.

• Active substance: Azoxystrobin
• Content: 250 g/l
• Sprayer

Pack

Box

1

4

Pack

Box

Box

Pack

1

6

6

1

87119575515468711957551539Product Outer

87119573581458711957000976Product Outer

87119570033428711957003311Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

136204

136253

136300

Genoxone ZX 100ml

Genoxone ZX 250ml

Greenfix NW 125ml

Genoxone ZX is a means to combat common weeds and thistles, nettles and acid types.
Even the most stubborn weeds, such as horsetail and seven-leaf, are being tackled.
The substance also works on woody crops such as blackberries and scrub.
There is no effect on grasses.
Genoxone ZX can be used on permanently unpaid terrains, with the exception of pavements.

• Active substance: 2,4-D and triclopyr
• Content: 93 g/l (as 2,4-D) and 103.6 g/l (as triclopyr)
• Sprayer

Genoxone ZX is a means to combat common weeds and thistles, nettles and acid types.
Even the most stubborn weeds, such as horsetail and seven-leaf, are being tackled.
The agent also works on woody crops such as blackberries and scrub.
There is no effect on grasses.
Genoxone ZX can be used on permanently unpaid terrains, with the exception of pavements.

• Active substance: 2,4-D and triclopyr.
• Content: 93 g/l (as 2,4-D) and 103.6 g/l (as triclopyr)
• Sprayer

Greenfix NW is a weed killer that is absorbed by the weeds and transported to the deepest roots.
With a single application, the substance fights most stubborn weeds, such as cultivated grass, 
perennial grass, sevenleaf, thistles, hawkweed, field wind, dandelions, and so on.
The substance has no effect via the ground.
Mosses are not fought with it.

• Active substance: Glyphosate
• Content: 360 g/l
• Sprayer

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

6

6

6

87119570026118711957000860Product Outer

87119570008158711957000891Product Outer

87119570021858711957002307Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

136796

135800

Greenfix NW Ready To Use 750ml

Moscover 1L

Greenfix NW Ready To Use is a non-selective leaf herbicide.
The agent is absorbed by the leaves and transported to the underground parts (systemic effect).
The substance has no effect via the soil.
The remedy works against annual and perennial grasses and double-seeded weeds.
The weeds are controlled both at a young and at an older stage.

• Active substance: Glyphosate
• Content: 7.2 g/l
• Spray can

Luxan Moscover is a natural remedy for combating liver spills and green attack.
The substance can be applied to pavements, woodwork and other surfaces.
It is also useful in borders and between trees and shrubs.
Luxan Moscover can also be used preventively to prevent nuisance from algae growth and moss 
growth.

• Active substance: Nutritional components
• Content: 100%
• Sprayer

Pack

Box

Box

Pack

1

6

6

1

136301

Greenfix NW 250ml

Greenfix NW is a weed killer that is absorbed by the weeds and transported to the deepest roots.
With a single application, the substance fights most stubborn weeds, such as cultivated grass, 
perennial grass, sevenleaf, thistles, hawkweed, field wind, dandelions, and so on.
The substance has no effect via the ground.
Mosses are not fought with it.

• Active substance: Glyphosate.
• Content: 360 g/l
• Sprayer

Pack

Box

1

6
87119570021928711957002505Product Outer

87119570015918711957001584Product Outer

8711957002956Product
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135416

135417

Iron Sulfate 1L

Iron Sulfate 5kg

Luxan Iron Sulfate can be dissolved in water and is ideal for repairing lawns after the winter 
period.

• Active substance: Iron (II) sulfate
• Content: 95%
• To pour
• Sprayer

Luxan Iron Sulfate can be dissolved in water and is ideal for repairing lawns after the winter 
period.

• Active substance: Iron (II) sulfate
• Content: 95%
• To pour
• Sprayer

Pack

Pack

1

1

Garden Pest Control 

135418

Iron Sulfate 10kg

Luxan Iron Sulfate can be dissolved in water and is ideal for repairing lawns after the winter 
period.

• Active substance: Iron (II) sulfate
• Content: 95%
• To pour
• Sprayer

Pack 1

Box

Box

Box

6

1

1

87119573580158711957358015Product Outer

87119573580398711957358039Product Outer

87119573580538711957358053Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

136830

136850

136040

Weed Spray 750ml

Weed Spray 2.5L

Primstar 40ml

Luxan Weed Spray is a fast-acting remedy against weeds and moss on pavements.
The first results are visible within a few hours and the weeds are completely dead within one 
week.
The agent fights both grasses and other weeds and also the most common mosses.
A special “booster” has been added that enhances the effect and improves the result.

• Active substance: acetic acid
• Content: 60 g/l
• Spray can

Luxan Weed Spray is a fast-acting remedy against weeds and moss on pavements.
The first results are visible within a few hours and the weeds are completely dead within one 
week.
The agent fights both grasses and other weeds and also the most common mosses.
A special “booster” has been added that enhances the effect and improves the result.

• Active substance: acetic acid
• Content: 60 g/l
• Spray can

Primstar is a broad-acting weed killer against, in particular, sticky herb, bird wall, real chamomile, 
herik, dandelion, buttercup and knight sorrel.
The substance can be used in newly sown grassland (meadows and lawns) from the third leaf 
stage.
In addition, it is also ideal for use in mature lawns and existing pasture.
The effect of Primstar against honored prizes and field violet is insufficient.

• Active substances: Fluroxypyr MHE + florasulam
• Content: resp. 10.1% and 0.25%
• Sprayer

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

1

1

1

6

Box

Box

6

4

87119570022608711957002277Product Outer

87119570022848711957002314Product Outer

87119570007788711957002130Product Outer
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166450

166457

166550

Algae Death 500ml

Algae Death 1L

ECO Terrace Cleaner Concentrate 500ml

Luxan Algae Death can be used to combat green attack on various materials such as tiles, paths, 
terraces, walls, woodwork, glass, tombstones, and so on.
Application can easily take place by using a pressure sprayer, watering can or by brushing.

• Active substance: Quaternary ammonium compounds, benzyl C8-18 alkyldimethyl chlorides
• Content: 240 g/l
• To pour
• Sprayer

Luxan Algae Death can be used to combat green attack on various materials such as tiles, paths, 
terraces, walls, woodwork, glass, tombstones, and so on.
Application can easily take place by using a pressure sprayer, watering can or by brushing.

• Active substance: Quaternary ammonium compounds, benzyl C8-18 alkyldimethyl chlorides
• Content: 240 g/l
• To pour
• Sprayer

ECO Terrace Cleaner Concentrate can be used to clean terraces, paths, driveways and other 
surfaces, such as walls, woodwork, glass, etc., from unsightly deposits and dirt.
The product is based on soap and therefore does not pose any negative impact on the environment.

• Active substance: soap
• Spray can

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

1

1

1

6

Garden Pest Control 

Box

Box

6

6

87119570007478711957000259Product Outer

87119570007548711957003748Product Outer

87119570025128711957002468Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

165331

126028

Green Stop Cleaner

Cats Evil 350gr

Luxan Green Stop Cleaner can be used to combat green deposits on various materials such as tiles, 
paths, terraces, walls, woodwork, glass, tombstones, and so on.
Application can easily take place by using a pressure sprayer, watering can or by brushing.

• Active substance: Didecyldimethylammonium chloride.
• Content: 45 g/l
• Spray can
• To pour

Luxan Cats Evil is based on essential oils that spread an odor that is unattractive to the cat.
The fine grain structure ensures that an optimum distribution is possible.
The grains can be sprinkled in the vegetable garden as well as in the ornamental garden.

• Contains: Cinnamaldehyde (104-55-2), (R) -p-mentha-1,8-diene (5989-27-5)
• Hand sprinkle

Pack

Pack

1

1

166560

ECO Terrace Cleaner Concentrate 1L

ECO Terrace Cleaner Concentrate can be used to clean terraces, paths, driveways and other 
surfaces, such as walls, woodwork, glass, etc., from unsightly deposits and dirt.
The product is based on soap and therefore does not pose any negative impact on the environment.

• Active substance: soap
• Spray can

Pack 1

Box 6

Box

Box

6

6

87119570025298711957002475Product Outer

87119570017828711957001751Product Outer

87119579551538711957550778Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

146228

166506

Prikka Strips 8x500mm

Neo-stop 0.5% DP 250gr

Prikka Strips can be mounted on top of walls, fences, eaves and other surfaces.
This can prevent intruders and cats.
The strips are designed in such a way that they have a very strong repellent effect without causing 
major injuries.
Prikka Strips are equipped with handy holes that facilitate screwing.

Neo-stop 0.5% DP prevents shoots on potatoes that are stored in winter.
The powder has a preventive effect and must be sprinkled over the potatoes some time after 
harvest.
Neo-stop 0.5% is supplied in a handy 250-gram spreader.

• Active substance: Chlorprofam.
• Content: 0.5%
• Hand sprinkle

Pack

Pack

1

1

146085

Snail Pellets 500gr

Luxan ECO Snail pellets is an agent based on the active substance ferric phosphate (iron (III) 
phosphate). The granules are attractive for slugs. Immediately after taking the pellets, the snails stop 
eating. The occurring eating stop is not accompanied by strong mucus formation. The snails withdraw 
to their hiding place and die after a short time. In crops where the snails are constantly on the crop, 
slug grains may not work sufficiently and an early treatment is required. Luxan ECO Snail pellets can 
be used in both ornamental and vegetable gardens.

Pack 1

Box

Box

Box

6

6

6

87119575511268711957551119Product Outer

87119570024518711957002444Product Outer

87119573580608711957358077Product Outer
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146090

146080

166910

ECO Snail Pellets 1kg

Snail Trap

Wound Coverage

Luxan ECO Snail pellets is an agent based on the active substance ferric phosphate (iron (III) 
phosphate). The granules are attractive for slugs. Immediately after taking the pellets, the snails stop 
eating. The occurring eating stop is not accompanied by strong mucus formation. The snails withdraw 
to their hiding place and die after a short time. In crops where the snails are constantly on the crop, 
slug grains may not work sufficiently and an early treatment is required. Luxan ECO Snail pellets can 
be used in both ornamental and vegetable gardens.

Luxan Snail Trap is suitable for catching both snails and slugs.
The trap can easily be filled with beer or other attractants that attract snails.
The trap can be emptied and then used again.

Luxan Wound Coverage is a natural means to cover tree wounds.
The substance can be used with ornamental, fruit and avenue trees.
The drug can be used after pruning or after cutting cancerous tumors on a tree.

It can also be used to rub in damage.
• Active substance: Natural latex
• Eco choice
• Brush

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Garden Pest Control 

Box

Box

Box

6

6

6

87119573580848711957358091Product Outer

87119575511408711957551133Product Outer

87119570011648711957000907Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control 

146194

146190

145195

Mole Clamp Duo

Mole Clamp Super

Molpex Mole clamp

Luxan Mole Clamp Duo has been specially developed to be able to catch moles if a clear corridor 
system is missing, but molehills are found.
The corridor runs obliquely straight down and a traditional clamp is not enough.
Luxan Mole Clamp Duo can also be placed in a normal mole corridor, provided that a second copy 
is purchased.
The clamp is galvanized and therefore has a long service life.

Luxan Mole Clamp Super is a simple mole clamp to guarantee that you can catch moles in aisle 
systems.
The clamp can be used in lawns, meadows, windbreaks, borders, along ditches, and so on.
The clamp can easily be tensioned and placed by hand using the brackets.
The mole is killed instantly by activating the jump mechanism.
In principle, one clamp is sufficient to tackle the problem.
The clamp is galvanized for a longer service life.

Luxan Molpex Mole clamp is intended to catch moles in lawns, meadows, orchards and in other 
places where moles cause nuisance.
The Molpex Mollenklem can be clamped by hand or with the foot.
Because the clamp is designed as a “low model”, it can be covered more easily and is less 
inconvenient when mowing.
The Molpex Mollenklem is supplied separately without outer box.

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

6

6

12

87119570012258711957000679Product Outer

87119570011958711957000655Product Outer

87119575511888711957551171Product Outer
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145196

Moltrap Mole clamp

Luxan Moltrap Mole clamp is intended to catch moles in lawns, meadows, orchards and in other 
places where moles cause nuisance.
The clamp is provided with two brackets that facilitate the clamping.
After installation, the brackets protrude above the ground, making the clamp easy to find again.

Pack 1

Garden Pest Control 

145197

Moletrap Mole Clamp

Luxan Moletrap Mole Clamp is a pinch clamp that is safer to use than the Moltrap and Molpex.
Moreover, the way in which the mole causes the clamp to slam shut is based on another principle: 
a plate is placed in the corridor to press the mole away.

Pack 1

145198

Mole Repeller Battery

The Mole Repeller Battery expels moles by sending vibrations into the ground.
As a result, the moles will no longer feel at home in the area where the Mole repeller is placed. 
The effect is 4-6 months.
It may take a few weeks before the moles are finally expelled, but after that the result is a garden 
that is free of molehills and mole walks for a long time.

Pack 1

145199

Mole Repeller Solar

The Mole Repeller Solar expels moles by emitting vibrations in the ground.
As a result, the moles will no longer feel at home in the area where the Mole repeller is placed.
This operation is guaranteed because the Mole Repeller Solar works on the basis of solar energy.
So one does not have to take into account the lifetime of batteries.
It may take a few weeks before the moles are finally expelled, but after that the result is a garden 
that is free of molehills and mole walks for a long time.

Pack 1

Box

Box

Box

Box

12

12

6

6

8711957551195Product

87119575512258711957551218Product Outer

87119575512878711957551270Product Outer

87119575512638711957551256Product Outer
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Luxan Delete is particularly effective against a range of leaf-eating insects such as caterpillars 
and beetles.
In addition, Luxan Delete also has a good effect on sucking insects such as aphids, thrips and 
whitefly.
The substance works quickly and is gentle on the crop.
The after-effect on plant material is long.

• Active substance: Deltamethrin
• Content: 15 g/l
• Sprayer

Insect Control 

126160

126170

126312

Delete 20ml

Delete Spray 1000ml

Woodinsecticide-P (1L)

Luxan Delete Spray is ready for use.
This spray is particularly effective against a range of leaf-eating insects such as caterpillars and 
beetles.
In addition, Luxan Delete also has a good effect on sucking insects such as aphids, thrips and 
whitefly.
The substance works quickly and is gentle on the crop.
The after-effect on plant material is long.

• Active substance: Deltamethrin
• Content: 0.0075 g/l
• Spray can

Luxan Wood Insecticide P destroys woodworm and other wood-destroying insects. With correct 
application, the product prevents re-attack for a long time.

• Active substance: Permethrin.
• Content: 2 g/l
• Sprayer
• Brush

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

6

6

6

1

1

87119573581078711957551577Product Outer

87119570021168711957002109Product Outer

8711957551553Product
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Insect Control 

126158

126250

Lice Spray 750ml

Lice Spray 2.5L

Luxan Lice Spray combats aphids, thrips, bugs, mealybugs, cicadas and white flies.
The remedy can be applied to indoor plants and ornamental and vegetable gardens.
The substance has a short safety period.
Luxan Lice Spray consists of a solution of natural fatty acids.

• Active substance: Fatty acids
• Sprayer

Luxan Lice Spray combats aphids, thrips, bugs, mealybugs, cicadas and white flies.
The remedy can be applied to indoor plants and ornamental and vegetable gardens.
The substance has a short safety period.
Luxan Lice Spray consists of a solution of natural fatty acids.

• Active substance: Fatty acids
• Sprayer

Pack

Pack

1

1

125450

Insect Adhesive 500gr

Luxan Insect Adhesive is composed of natural components and prevents insects from crawling 
up against the trunk. The remedy works against ants (which take care of and expand aphid 
colonies), caterpillars, moths, winter butterflies and other crawling insects. Luxan Insect Adhesive 
can be applied directly to the trunk. It can also be used to provide adhesive tapes with a new 
adhesive layer.

• Brush

Pack 1

Box

Box

10

6

Box 4

87119570003348711957000327Product Outer

87119570011718711957002642Product Outer

87119570026598711957002659Product Outer
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Insect Control 

125330

125383

Lice Spray Concentrate 100ml

Basket and Carpet Spray 400ml

Luxan Lice Spray Concentrate is suitable for controlling lice in all kinds of crops.
The substance can be used perfectly in both vegetable garden and ornamental garden.
Luxan Lice Spray Concentrate is based on natural materials and therefore does not burden the 
environment.

• Active substance: Fatty acids
• Sprayer

Luxan Basket and Carpet Spray fights fleas in the home.
The substance can be easily applied and works for weeks.
The supplied spray lance can also be used to tackle fleas in places that are less easily accessible.

• Active substance: Tetramethrin and permethrin
• Content: resp. 0.05% and 0.25%
• Spray can

Pack

Pack

1

1

126010

Ant Lure Box

Luxan Ant Lure Box is specially intended for use in smaller spaces in and around the house, such 
as kitchens, living rooms, balconies and terraces.
The substance fights ants, with the exception of tropical ants.

• Active substance: Spinosad
• Content: 0.08%

Pack 2

Box

Box

Box

6

6

20

8711957002253Product

87119570016078711957001720Product Outer

87119570008088711957000792Product Outer
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Insect Control 

126003

126112

126113

Ant Powder 100gr

Eco Ant Death 250gr

Eco Ant Death 500gr

Luxan Ant Powder can be used to combat ants that cause nuisance.
Dosing is easy thanks to the supplied measuring scoop.
The powder can be used both indoors and outdoors.

• Active substance: Diathome earth
• Content: 67.5%
• Hand sprinkle

Luxan Eco Ant Death is a scattering powder suitable for combating ants outdoors. The substance 
works quickly and can easily be sprinkled or applied by pouring. To this end, the substance must 
first be dissolved in water. The best effect is obtained with treatment early in the morning or during 
the evening when the ants stay in the nest.

• Active substance: pyrethrins
• Content: 1.75 g/kg

Luxan Eco Ant Death is a scattering powder suitable for combating ants outdoors. The substance 
works quickly and can easily be sprinkled or applied by pouring. To this end, the substance must 
first be dissolved in water. The best effect is obtained with treatment early in the morning or during 
the evening when the ants stay in the nest.

• Active substance: pyrethrins
• Content: 1.75 g/kg

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box 6
87119570005708711957000587Product Outer

8711957358299Product

8711957358312Product
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Insect Control 

126006

126007

126125

Ant Spray 400ml

AMP 2 MG

Pyrethrum Liquid 30ml

Luxan Ant Spray tackles ants indoors quickly and effectively.
The substance is packed in a handy spray can with spray lance.
The spray lance can be used for targeted spraying into the nest and also to other places where 
ants are located, such as ant street.
Luxan Ant Spray works for 6 to 8 weeks.
It leaves no visible residue, which is the case with powders.
The product is also a fully-fledged alternative to the well-known ant locks.

• Active substance: Permethrin and tetramethrin
• Content: 0.25% and 0.05%
• Spray can

Luxan AMP 2 MG is a micro granulate suitable for combating ants both indoors and outdoors. 
The unique thing about AMP 2 MG is that it can be used as a spreading agent, as a casting agent 
and as a spraying agent. The microbeads dissolve well in water and distribution with a pressure 
sprayer is therefore no problem. The after-effect is long and the ant nest will be completely 
controlled.

• Active substance: acetamiprid
• Content: 2 g/kg

Luxan Pyrethrum Liquid contains vegetable pyrethrins, substances that are extracted from 
flowers grown in Africa.
These unique active substances are excellent for combating chewing and sucking insects in 
vegetable, fruit and ornamental gardens.
The agent fights a range of different insects, such as aphids, white flies, caterpillars, earth fleas, 
beetles, thrips and bugs.

• Active substance: Pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide.
• Content: resp. 24 g/l and 240 g/l.
• Sprayer

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

6

6

87119579138188711957910602Product Outer

8711957358473Product

8711957251309Product
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Insect Control 

126516

Pyrethrum Plant Spray

Luxan Pyrethrum Plant Spray contains vegetable pyrethrins, substances that are extracted from 
flowers grown in Africa.
The substance fights various insects, such as aphids, white flies, thrips, beetles and young 
caterpillars on house plants and in ornamental gardens.

• Active substance: Pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide.
• Content: resp. 0.12% and 0.6%.
• Spray can

Pack 1

126488

125041

Vermigon Spray 400ml

Fly Strip

Vermigon Spray can be used against various crawling insects, such as ants, cockroaches, fleas 
and carpet beetles.
The substance can also be used to combat wasp nests.
A simple application is possible thanks to the spray can.
The long after-effect prevents new nuisance for a few weeks.

• Active substance: Tetramethrin and permethrin.
• Content: resp. 0.05% and 0.25%
• Spray can

Luxan Fly Strip is a proven method for catching flies in a simple way.
The substance contains no insecticides.
The flies are attracted by the optical lure effect based on the images of flies on the strip.
The yellow color of the catch strip also attracts the flies.
Luxan Fly Strip can be used in living rooms, kitchens, sheds, stables, caravans and in other places 
where flies cause nuisance and a safe and environmentally friendly control of flies is desired.

• Active substance: Glue.

Pack 2

Pack 1

Box

Box

Box

6

6

12

87119573581838711957358176Product Outer

87119570038548711957003885Product Outer

87119573580088711957000631Product Outer
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Insect Control 

126041

125492

Fly Trap

Flycatchers

Luxan Fly Trap consists of a bag in which a supplied quantity of attractant is packed.
This attractant must be topped with water up to the level indicated on the bag.
The agent is preferably hung in the sun in a place that is not too windy.
When the trap is full, it can easily be disposed of with the household waste.
Luxan Fly Trap is supplied in a bag that is suitable for catching 20,000 flies.

• Active substance: Natural attractants.
• Content: 100%

Luxan Flycatchers are based on an old, proven method for catching flies with an adhesive strip.
These strips can be used in caravans, kitchens, living rooms, attics, sheds, and so on.

• Active substance: Glue

Pack

Box

Pack

4

22

1

126470

Flying Insect Spray 400ml

Luxan Flying Insect Spray can be used to combat flying insects such as flies, mosquitoes, wasps 
and moths.
The substance is ideally suited for use in living rooms, bedrooms and kitchens.

• Active substance: Pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide
• Content: resp. 0.2% and 1%
• Spray can

Pack

Box

1

6

Box 6
87119576545138711957650805Product Outer

87119570032818711957003298Product Outer

87119570012188711957001249Product Outer
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Insect Control 

125384

126480

125049

Wasp Spray 400ml

Silverfish Spray 400ml

Silverfish Trap

Luxan Wasp Spray fights wasps’ nests under roofs or in cavity walls, for example.
The substance has a long after-effect and therefore kills the larvae that are present in the nest.
Luxan Wasp Spray is supplied in a spray can with a handy spray lance, so that the spray can be 
easily applied through the entry opening.

• Active substance: Permethrin and tetramethrin
• Content: 0.25% and 0.05%
• Spray can

Luxan Silverfish spray combats silverfish in various spaces, such as toilets, bathrooms, kitchens, 
rooms, basements and other living and living areas.
The drug has a long after-effect of 6 to 8 weeks.
The spray lance makes it easy to spray the product at the places where the silverfish are located, 
such as between cracks and seams.

• Active substances: Tetramethrin and permethrin
• Content: resp. 0.05% and 0.25%
• Spray can

Luxan Silverfish trap is a special sticky trap to combat silverfish in various spaces, such as toilets, 
bathrooms, kitchens, rooms, basements and other living and living areas.
The trap contains no insecticides or attractants.
The silverfish that walk over the trap will stick to the glue.
After use, the trap can be disposed of with the household waste.
The material of the trap is constructed in such a way that it is also very suitable for damp rooms.

• Active substance: Glue

Pack 3

Pack

Pack

1

1

Box

Box

Box

6

6

12

87119570016148711957001744Product Outer

87119570007858711957000433Product Outer

87119570004718711957000457Product Outer
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Introducing Green Protect

Green Protect is a leading retail brand, offering a simple, effective and 
sustainable route to a pest-free home. Developed in Scandinavia, 
Green Protect offers a comprehensive range of pest control products 
for the home and garden. Green Protect products help to prevent 
pests without the use of chemicals, making them ideal for customers
looking for a safe and sustainable solution. The range targets a wide 
variety of pests, from flying insect control products to organic moth 
products for use in both indoors and out.
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Insect Control 

GPIT1

Crawling Insect Trap

GPFMT1

GPHMT1

Flour Moth Trap

Hanging Clothes Moth Trap

The Green Protect Crawling Insect Trap is an effective glueboard trap containing feeding 
attractants to monitor crawling insects in your home.

• Product developed with entomologists
• Attracts a wide range of crawling insects including: silverfish, cockroaches, woodlice and ants
• Helps keep homes pest free without the use of insecticides
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 170 (H) x 95 (W) x 22 (D)

The Green Protect Flour Trap is an effective pheromone trap which helps to monitor flour moths 
in your home.
Alternative names for this pest include the meal moth, weevil moth and grain moth.

• Product developed with entomologists
• Helps keep the home pest free without the use of insecticides
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, non toxic monitoring device
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 170 (H) x 95 (W) x 22 (D)

The Green Protect Hanging Clothes Moth Trap is an effective pheromone trap, which helps to 
monitor the presence of clothes moths in your home.

• Unique design makes it easy to place in wardrobes, drawers and cupboards
• Can be hung up or placed flat
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Odourless
• Trap made from FSC materials
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Dimensions (mm): 230 (H) x 80 (W) x 10 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

3

2

2

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

50605250306595060525031076Product Outer

50605250311205060525030703Product Outer

50605250324485060525032462Product Outer
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Box

Box

12

10

Insect Control 

GPCMT1

Clothes Moth Trap

GPFFT1

GPPIT1

Fruit Fly Trap

Pot Plant Insect Trap

The Green Protect Clothes Moth Trap is an effective pheromone trap, which helps to monitor 
clothes moths in your home.

• Product developed with entomologists
• Helps keep the home pest free without the use of insecticides
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 170 (H) x 95 (W) x 22 (D)

The Green Protect Fruit Fly Trap is an effective and innovative trap, which helps to monitor fruit 
fly infestation in your home.

• Discreet apple shape, to be placed in or near fruit bowls
• Fruit flies enter the trap and are captured in the liquid solution
• User friendly
• Includes 15ml bottle of liquid - suitable for 2 uses
• Effective for up to 1 month
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Dimensions (mm): 145 (H) x 100 (W) x 50 (D)

The Green Protect Pot Plant Insect Trap protects the home and plants from plant-feeding 
insects, without the use of insecticide.

• Designed for pot plant use in the home, conservatories and greenhouses
• Attracts a wide range of insects including: Aphids, Whitefly, FungusGnats and Miner Flies
• Effective dry-touch adhesive
• Yellow colour optimised to attract insects
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Each trap is effective for up to 6 weeks
• Dimensions (mm): 165mm (H) x 95 (W) x 15 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

2

1

10

50605250311135060525030680Product Outer

50605250310145060525030697Product Outer

50605250325235060525032547Product Outer
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Insect Control 

GPFT

Fly Tower

GPFD

GPWFT1

Fly Discreet

Window Fly Trap

The Green Protect Fly Tower protects the home from nuisance flies, without the use of 
insecticide.

• Innovative 3D pattern with fluorescent colour improves catch rate
• Designed for use in the home, conservatories, caravans, outdoor rooms and offices
• Can be hung or positioned on a surface either stood or laid flat
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Easy to use and dispose of
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Dimensions (mm): 263 (H) x 95 (W) x 30 (D)

The Green Protect Fly Discreet protects the home from nuisance flies, without the use of 
insecticide.

• Innovative 3D pattern with fluorescent colour improves catch rate
• Designed for use in the home, conservatories, caravans, outdoor rooms and offices
• Position in the window frame for best results
• Discreet solution keeps trapped insects out of sight
• Long-lasting glue is effective 24 hours a day
• Easy to use and dispose
• Eco-friendly and insecticide free
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Dimensions (mm): 228 (H) x 80 (W) x 20 (D)

The Green Protect Window Fly Trap catches flies without the use of insecticides.

• Flies are attracted by the colours of the tape
• Easy to position and replace
• Each trap is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 270 (H) x 80 (W) x 10 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

2

3

6

Box 12

50605250325615060525032561Product Outer

50605250311375060525030710Product Outer

5060525032585Product
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Insect Control 

GPFS1

Fly Spiral

GPPMT1

GPCMDT1

Plum Moth Trap

Codling Moth Trap

Green Protect Fly Spirals catch flies without the use of insecticides.

• Easy to position and replace
• Can be used inside and outside
• Effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Drawing pin and hanging loop are provided
• Dimensions (mm): 90 (H) x 112 (W) x 30 (D)

The Green Protect Plum Moth Trap is an effective pheromone trap that monitors potential 
damage produced from the Plum Moth.

• Quickly indicates the presence of plum moth activity
• Easy to assemble, position and replace
• Waterproof and can withstand harsh weather conditions
• Pet safe including wildlife and birds
• Each trap covers 500 - 700m² and is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 258 (H) x 118 (W) x 27 (D)

The Green Protect Codling Moth Trap is an effective pheromone trap that monitors potential 
damage produced from the Codling Moth.

• Quickly indicates the presence of codling moth activity
• Easy to assemble, position and replace
• Waterproof and can withstand harsh weather conditions
• Pet safe including wildlife and birds
• Each trap covers 500 - 700m² and is effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free monitoring device
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 258 (H) x 118 (W) x 27 (D)

Pack

Pack

Pack

4

1

1

Box

Box

6

12

50605250311515060525030734Product Outer

50605250310835060525030666Product Outer

50605250310905060525030673Product Outer
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Garden Pest Control

GPYIT1

Yellow Insect Trap

The Green Protect Yellow Insect Trap is used to catch 
flying insects such as aphids, leaf-miner flies, thrips and 
white flies within greenhouses, sunrooms, conservatories 
and winter gardens without the use of insecticides.

• Insects are attracted by the yellow colour
• Water repellent adhesive surface
• Effective for up to 2 months
• Eco-friendly, insecticide free
• Packaging made from recyclable material
• Dimensions (mm): 270 (H) x 112 (W) x 17 (D)

5060525030727

Pack 5

5060525031144
OuterProduct

Box 8
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86600779

86600781

86600778

Rat Trap wood

Rat Trap Plastic

Wooden Mouse Trap 

Classic wooden rat trap with quick closing mechanism and high impact. The Victor trap is a 
quality product produced entirely by machine, so that the traps have the correct adjustment and 
ensure high effectiveness.

• Quality product
• Prevents escape
• Fast closing mechanism and high impact
• FSC® quality mark
• Reusable

This plastic rat trap is activated with 1 click. Equipped with Kill BarTM technology for a humane 
and fast completion.

• Activated with 1 click
• Kill BarTM precision impact technology
• Reusable

Classic wooden mousetrap with fast closing mechanism and high impact. The yellow pedal has 
an odor which means no bait is required. The Victor trap is a quality product produced entirely by 
machine, so that the traps have the correct adjustment and ensure high effectiveness.

• Quality product
• No bait required
• Fast closing mechanism and high impact 
• FSC® quality mark
• Reusable

Conventional Rodent Traps 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

12

6

36

2

2

36647150285743664715028567Product Outer

36647150286973664715028680Product Outer

36647150285123664715028505Product Outer
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86600780

86600782

Mouse Trap Plastic 

Mouse Trap Catch & Kill

This plastic mousetrap is activated with 1 click. Equipped 
with precision impact technology. The fall is activated as 
soon as the mouse pushes the lid of the manger up. The 
mouse is currently in the right position for an effective, 
humane and rapid completion.

• Activated with 1 click
• Kill BarTM precision impact technology
• Re-usable

As soon as the mouse falls into the trap to eat the bait, it is 
in the perfect position for the Kill-GateTM which ensures a 
quick and painless completion.

• 100% effective
• Safe for pets and children. 
• User-friendly
• Reusable

Conventional Rodent Traps 

3664715028659

3664715028864

3664715028666

3664715028871

Outer

Outer

Product

Product

Pack

Pack

3

2

Box

Box

6

6
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36647150248733664715024866Product Outer

36647150248113664715024804Product Outer

86600789

86600634

86600632

Mice Feeder Plastic 

Broditec Paste 50gr

Broditec Grain 50gr

The mouse lure box is ideal for the safe and correct application of bait to control mice. The bait 
boxes are equipped with a metal rod to prevent the bait from being dragged. The robust bait box 
is suitable for both inside and outside. The bait box can be securely closed with the supplied key.

• Provided with a key
• For indoor and outdoor
• With metal bar to prevent bait drag
• Reusable

BRODITEC P-29F is a bait paste ready for use in sachets of 10 g to combat house mice. It 
contains a very powerful active substance of the 2nd generation, Brodifacoum, a single intake is 
already effective.

• Active substance effective with one-time absorption. 
• Quick acceptance of bait

BRODITEC G-29 is a grain-based bait ready for use in sachets of 25g. to combat house mice. It 
contains a very powerful active substance of the 2nd generation, Brodifacoum, a single intake is 
already effective. 

• Active substance effective with single exposure

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

6

12

12

1

1

36647150293593664715029342Product Outer
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Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

86600212

86600214

86600211

Frap Bait Station

 Frap Grainmix 50gr

Frap Soft Block 50gr

Frap® soft block is a soft paste that is very attractive for mice. This formula is also very effective 
in a humid environment. 2 bags of 10g. are packed in a refillable plastic feeding station. Key is 
included.

• Ready for use
• Refillable
• Effectively humid environment

Frap® grain mix is intended for the control of house mice in rooms.

• Professional formula
• Embedded portion packaging

Frap® soft block is a soft paste that is very attractive for mice. This formula is also very effective 
in a humid environment.

• Effective humidifying environment
• Professional formulation

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

36647150049053664715004899Product Outer

36647150049673664715004950Product Outer

36647150048753664715004868Product Outer
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36647150050253664715005018Product Outer

36647150030833664715003076Product Outer

36647150292673664715029250Product Outer

86600215

86600156

86600787

Frap Fard Block 90gr

Express Mouse Bait 

Rat Feeder Plastic 

Frap® Block is ready-made bait to combat mice in the house. The specific shape of the blocks 
is adapted to the gnawing pattern of the mice, making it pleasant for mice to chew on. Frap® 
Blocks are resistant to moisture and mold and therefore the ideal bait under warm and humid 
conditions.

• Resistant file mold 
• Ideal gnaw shape

Protect Home Express is a new mouse agent in the form of a paste with the active substance 
alphachloralose. The pasta is very attractive due to its high fat content
for mice.

• Effective within 24 hours
• One-time box satisfies 50 mice
• Pain-free control

The rat lure box is ideal for the safe and correct use of bait to control rats and/ or voles. The bait 
boxes are equipped with a metal rod to prevent carry-over of the bait. The robust bait box is 
suitable for both inside and outside. The bait box can be securely closed with the supplied key.

• Provided with a key
• For indoor and outdoor
• With metal rod to prevent bait dragging 
• Reusable

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

6
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Electronic Pest Control 

86600784

86600783

Rat Trap Electronic

Mouse Trap Electronic

The electronic rat trap has a fast operation and works by 
an electric shock that kills rats quickly and reliably. The 
trap has a long-lasting effect, 1 set of batteries is sufficient 
for 50 rats.

• 100% effective
• 1 set of batteries sufficient for 50 rats 
• Equipped with safety function 
• Re-use

The electronic mousetrap has a fast effect and works by 
an electric shock that kills mice quickly and reliably. The 
trap has a long-lasting effect, 1 set of batteries is sufficient 
for 100 mice.

• 100% effective
• 1 set of batteries sufficient for 100 mice 
• Equipped with safety function
• Reuse

3664715029199

3664715028741

3664715029205

3664715028758

Outer

Outer

Product

Product

Pack

Box

Box

Pack

1

4

4

1
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86600079

80219822

84938734

Fastion KO Ants Powder 250gr

Piron Pushbox

Fastion KO Liquid 250ml

Fastion® KO powder has a strong contact effect, so that ants are combated quickly and effectively. 
The ants take the medicine to the colony, causing the entire ant’s nest to die. Fastion® KO powder 
works within 1 hour and an entire nest is completely controlled within a few days.

• Works within 1 hour
• Ready for use
• Ultra-strong powder
• Works until 6 weeks after application

The bait box is activated with just 1 press on the top and is ready for use. Due to its specific 
design, the bait box can even be mounted vertically (eg on walls). The bait box can be used both 
indoors and outdoors.

• Impressions ready
• Controlthelenestest 
• Inside and outside

Fastion® KO liquid, formerly Baythion KO liquid, is the ideal solution. The liquid disappears 
completely into the nest where it does its effective work. After everything has dried above ground, 
there are no more remains to be seen.

• No visible residual casting
• Ants in 1 hour knockout
• Satisfactory for clearing 12 ant nests

Garden Pest Control 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

12

12

12

2

1

36647150008393664715000822Product Outer

87121710168978712171016828Product Outer

87121710202148712171020146Product Outer
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80033265

86600297

81680761

Silverfish Spray 400ml

Fastion KO Crawling Insects 250gr

Silverfish Trap 

The agent is intended for spraying cracks, seams and other places where silverfish are hiding. 
Silverfish spray is still active for a few weeks after application. This makes the agent very effective 
in controlling silverfish.

• Number 1 against silverfish 
• Long after effect
• Fast results

For direct and rapid control (within 1 hour) of adults and larvae of crawling insects (cockroaches, 
fleas, ants, etc) and woodlice outdoors.

• 6 Weeks protection
• Result within 1 hour 
• Outside home

With the silverfish trap, silverfish are combated efficiently and without active substance. Because 
of the strong lure effect of the special natural carbohydrate-based adhesive, the silverfish are 
lured and caught.

• Ready for use
• Star lure fast result
• Long working duration of 8 weeks
• Fully safe and close to children and pets
• Contains no insecticides or active substances

Insect Control 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

1

12

12

12

1

2 40006801015504000680101543Product Outer

36647150085693664715008552Product Outer

87121710190588712171018563Product Outer
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81679224

79286643

79381247

Moth Trap

Ants And Crawling Pest Spray 400ml

Wasp Foam Spray 400ml

The food moth trap is ideal for the treatment of food moths such as flour moths, cocoa moths and 
Indian flour moths in kitchen cabinets.

• Ready for use
• Long working duration of 8 weeks
• Full security usage
• No release of active substances in the room or upbringing

Ants and crawling pest spray are still active for a few weeks after use. This makes it very effective 
in combating ants and other stubborn insects, such as cockroaches and silverfish.

• Hand-held spray gun 
• Work for weeks
• Special front house

Wasp foam spray is a special foam formulation that can be used to control wasps’ nests that are 
directly accessible.

• Hand-held spray gun 
• Foam formulation
• Special front house

Insect Control 

Pack

Pack

Pack

3

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

40006801015364000680101529Product Outer

87121710166754000680063704Product Outer

87121710167434000680063889Product Outer
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Who we are
Established in the early 1950’s, AP&G Co., Inc. has its roots 
in the formulation and production of specialty adhesives. In 
1977, AP&G introduced the Catchmaster® brand and began
to focus on developing adhesives for pest management 
applications. AP&G is now a well-established industry leader 
and has consistently produced new and innovative pest 
management solutions.

Our products are sold by major retail chains in the U.S. and 
in over 60 countries worldwide. AP&G’s knowledge of adhe-
sive technology ensures that the Catchmaster® brand 
represents the gold standard of quality and consistency. 
Every product bearing the Catchmaster® name has been 
rigorously tested in our quality control lab as well as in “real 
world” field settings. AP&G’s passion is creating intelligent 
pest solutions, which serve in brand’s mission of protecting 
environments and improving lives.
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Conventional Rodent Traps 

622

605P

621P

The Claw™ Easy Set Rat Snap Trap

Easy Set Mouse Snap Trap

Easy Set Rat Snap Trap

• Improved Metal Hardware for Longevity & Strength
• Multiple Anchor Points
• Gripping Teeth For Increased Holding Power
• New Heavy-duty Construction
• Series: Rat size 
• Size (inch): 3 x 5.5 x 2.63

• Gripping Teeth For Increased Strength
• Fits Low-profile Bait Stations
• Raised Rim For Improved Holding Power
• Easy Access Bait Tray
• Heavy-duty Construction
• Series: Mouse size
• Size (inch): 2.125 x 4.25 x 2.125

• New Gripping Teeth For Increased Strength
• Fits Low-profile Bait Stations
• Raised Rim For Improved Holding Power
• Easy Access Bait Tray
• New Heavy-duty Construction
• Can use zip tie to secure trap to post, pipes
• Series: Rat size 
• Size (inch): 3 x 5.875 x 2.75

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

24

12

87193253159988719325315974Product Outer

200290490060518719325315967Product Outer

200290490062118719325315950Product Outer
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610PE 

Classic Rat Snap Trap

A new twist on a classic. The all new heavy-duty snap traps feature expanded triggers that make 
baiting and setting a “snap”.

• Plywood Base Made from recycled material, it is resistant to cracking and less prone to warping, 
even in wet conditions

• Corrosion Resistant Components Prolonged longevity in the field
• Double Tension Springs Provide powerful, reliable triggering
• Expanded Trigger Field testing has shown expanded triggers to be 16% more effective than 

standard triggers
• Series: Rat size
• Size (inch): 6.75 x 3.25

Conventional Rodent Traps 

602PE

610F

Classic Mouse Snap Trap

Rat Size Wood Trap (Expanded Trigger)

A new twist on a classic. The all new heavy duty snap traps feature expanded triggers that make 
baiting and setting a “snap”.

• Plywood Base Made from recycled material, it is resistant to cracking and less prone to warping, 
even in wet conditions

• Corrosion Resistant Components Prolonged longevity in the field
• Double Tension Springs Provide powerful, reliable triggering
• Expanded Trigger Field testing has shown expanded triggers to be 16% more effective than 

standard triggers
• Series: Mouse size
• Size (inch): 3.94 x 1.75

Catchmaster® Mouse Snap Traps with the easy-to-use expanded trigger makes setting and catching a 
‘snap’. Features the easy to set and lock cheese shaped trigger. This classic snap trap provides a fast kill 
with instant trigger response.

• Professional Strength Rat Trap is the same as the Pro’s use
• Non-Toxic & Disposable
• Place traps against walls and where rodent activity is seen
• Expanded Trigger – Corrosion resistant components – Double tension springs
• Wooden base is resistant to cracking and warping. Made from recycled materials
• Indoor – Outdoor Use. Keep out of reach of children and non-target animals.

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

72

12

12

100290491060208719325315936Product Outer

029049006101Product

100290490961098719325315943Product Outer
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605R

621R

602RE-18F

EZ Set Mouse Trap

EZ Set Rat Trap

Mouse Snap Trap

Catchmaster® Snapper™ Easy Set Mouse Traps are the quickest and easiest-to-use snap traps 
available. Simply push back on lever to lock into the set position and place traps with trigger side 
against walls. These traps feature gripping teeth for extra holding power and an easy to access bait 
receptacle. The Snapper™ was designed with specific trigger sensitivity for a fast and effective ‘snap’. 
Never place fingers near the trigger when trap is in the set position.

• Easy One-Step Set
• Heavy-duty construction
• Powerful mouth instantly closes with great force
• Reusable
• Indoor – Outdoor Use. Keep out of reach of children and non-target animals

Catchmaster® Snapper™ Easy Set Rat Traps are the quickest and easiest-to-use snap traps 
available. Simply push back on lever to lock into the set position and place traps with trigger 
side against walls. These traps feature gripping teeth for extra holding power and an easy-to-
access bait receptacle. The Snapper™ was designed with specific trigger sensitivity for a fast and 
effective ‘snap’. Never place fingers near the trigger when trap is in the set position.

• Easy One-Step Set
• Heavy-duty construction
• Powerful mouth instantly closes with great force
• Reusable
• Indoor – Outdoor Use. Keep out of reach of children and non-target animals

Catchmaster® Mouse Snap Traps with the easy-to-use expanded trigger makes setting and 
catching a ‘snap’. Features the easy to set and lock cheese shaped trigger. This classic snap trap 
provides a fast kill with instant trigger response.

• Non-Toxic & Disposable
• Place traps against walls and where rodent activity is seen
• Expanded Trigger – Corrosion resistant components – Double tension springs
• Wooden base is resistant to cracking and warping. Made from recycled materials.
• Indoor – Outdoor Use. Keep out of reach of children and non-target animals.

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

2

1

2

18

Box

Box

12

8

Conventional Rodent Traps 

10029049006054029049006057Product Outer

029049006217Product

20029049006020029049006026Product Outer
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Humane Rodent Traps

612MCS-BK

612MC-BLK

612MCS-WH

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of mechanical 
traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims without sharp 
edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue boards. Multi-
Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive accounts. Powder 
coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white color options for specific 
placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: black
• Series: Solid Lid
• Trap size (inch): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of mechanical 
traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims without sharp 
edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue boards. Multi-
Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive accounts. Powder 
coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white color options for specific 
placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: black
• Series: Window on Lid
• Trap size (inch): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of mechanical 
traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims without sharp 
edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue boards. Multi-
Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive accounts. Powder 
coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white color options for specific 
placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: white
• Series: Solid Lid
• Trap size (inches): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

100290491361268719325315912Product Outer

100290490261208719325315899Product Outer

100290491461258719325315745Product Outer
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Humane Rodent Traps

612MC-WHT

612MCS

612MC

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Metal Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of 
mechanical traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims 
without sharp edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue 
boards. Multi-Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive 
accounts. Powder coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white 
color options for specific placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: white
• Series: Window Lid
• Trap size (inches): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of 
mechanical traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims 
without sharp edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue 
boards. Multi-Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive 
accounts. Powder coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white 
color options for specific placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: standard
• Series: Solid Lid
• Trap size (inch): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Catchmaster® now offers powder coated Multi-Catch™ Mouse Traps to their offering of 
mechanical traps. Economical and simple-to-use, Multi-Catch™ traps feature smooth inner rims 
without sharp edges, making it easy to quickly dispose and replace Catchmaster® 72TC glue 
boards. Multi-Catch™ traps are perfect for use in schools, medical facilities or other sensitive 
accounts. Powder coated traps feature a durable finish and provide discreet black and white 
color options for specific placements.

• Powder coated traps feature a durable finish
• Perfect for use in sensitive accounts
• Discreet color options for specific placements
• Color: standard
• Series: Window Lid
• Trap size (inches): 10.25 x 6 x 1.75

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

100290490361298719325315882Product Outer

100290490612758719325315868Product Outer

100290490061228719325315851Product Outer
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Humane Rodent Traps

613MCMS
Mini Multi-Catch Mouse Trap

The Multi-Catch™ Mini features a narrow profile design, in 
addition to the same quality attributes as the 612MC. Its 
smaller size enables it to be placed in discreet locations. 
When used with the #72TC3, the innovative access panel 
allows for quick glue board replacement and easy cleanup.

• Economical
• Simple-to-use
• Smooth inner rim without sharp edges
• Narrow profile for discreet placement
• Includes sequential bar code labels & Service Record 

Labels ( 1 per trap )
• Series: Solid Lid
• Color: standard 
• Size (inch): 10.25 x 3.625 x 1.75 

8719325315844

606MC

Mechanical Metal Multi-Catch™ 
Trap

The Catchmaster® Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap will 
effectively eliminate mice. Designed for maximum reliability 
and ease-of-use. Traps 10-12 mice per setting and can be 
used with or without the glue board. Trap is a Live Catch if 
used without the glue board.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting 
traps are effective for up to one full year. Our adhesive 
formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening 
that can limit effectiveness.
In case of contact with adhesive, use vegetable or mineral 
oil to remove from skin or animals.

• Safe to use around children and pets
• 1 glue trap included – Replacement glue boards available
• Use again and again
• Can be used as a LIVE CATCH trap
• Can be used outdoors

029049006064

Pack

Box

Box

Pack

1

12

6

1

10029049613634

10029049006061

Outer

Outer

Product

Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

24XL

48ROOF

48RB-W

Rat Glue Tray

Mouse Rat Glue Tray

Mouse Rat Glue Tray

The 24XL is the largest glue tray in the Catchmaster® line of rodent control products. At 81 sq 
inches of catching power, the 24XL Jumbo Rat Glue Tray provides twice the capture area as the 
48R Series. Great for use as a clean out tool underneath large undisturbed areas such as vending 
machines, cabinets, commercial counters and attics. Like all of the Catchmaster® rodent trays, 
the 24XL is effective for one full year when used under normal conditions.

• Cherry scent 
• Size (inch): 10.875 x 10.25
• Serie: Black Tray (BULK)

A result of years of research and development, as well as extensive input from our professional 
pest management partners. The 48R is available with Hercules Putty™ to prevent dragging – 
even when a full-grown adult Norway Rat is intent on getting away! All 48R Series traps are 
effective for one full year when used under normal conditions.

• Series: Black Tray (includes Hercules Putty)
• 2 boards per pack
• Size (inch): 7.13 x 5.06 
• Scent: cherry 

A result of years of research and development, as well as extensive input from our professional 
pest management partners. The 48R is available with Hercules Putty™ to prevent dragging – 
even when a full-grown adult Norway Rat is intent on getting away! All 48R Series traps are 
effective for one full year when used under normal conditions.

• Series: White Bulk Tray
• Size (inch): 10.22 x 5.22
• Scent: cherry 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

2

12

24

48

2

2

8719325315790Product

10029049077481029049077484Product Outer

100290490004898719325315684Product Outer
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48TG

HP-115

48WRG

96M

Trapguard™

Hercules Putty™

Mouse Rat Glue Tray

Mouse Glue Tray

Trap Guard™ improves the effectiveness and increases the life of our rodent catching products in 
high dust environments. Fits Catchmaster® as well as competitor glue boards and trays.

• 192 Guards per Case
• Color: White with IPM Chart
• Size (inch): 11.68 x 5.5 x 3.5

Highly recommended for holding rodent traps in place. It can also be used to place insect monitors 
in a vertical position on walls, or upside-down, under cabinets and countertops.

• Color: black
• Size: 15ft.

The only low-temp glue trap available. Unlike most glue traps, the specially-formulated adhesive 
used for this trap is effective in temperatures as low as 0° F. Great for use in unheated garages 
or basements during cold winter months and in commercial walk-in refrigerators where “regular” 
glue traps are ineffective.

• 2 per pack 
• Series: White Tray (Cold Weather - Polar Bear Glue)
• Scent: cherry 
• Size (inch): 10.22 x 5.22

The 96M Mouse Glue Tray has close to 10 sq. inch of catching surface for maximum holding 
power. Can be used with Hercules Putty™ to secure in place.

• Scent: cherry 
• Size (inch): 5.19 x 3.41

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

Pack

Pack

4

48

1

24

96

1

2

4002904904884010029049048849Product Outer

87193253158138719325315813Product Outer

10029049200483029049200486Product Outer

100290490009608719325315837Product Outer
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72XL

60RBGL

150MBGL

72TC

Rat Mouse Rodent Glue Boards

Rat Glue Boards

Smaller and Economical Glue Boards

Mouse Insect Glue Boards

The Catchmaster® 72XL Glue Board is an extra long trap for even wider coverage. Keep pests 
from infesting goods in warehouses, storage facilities, museums, food production facilities, 
supermarkets, etc. Surround pallets and shelving with 72XL Glue Boards to create protection 
zones. Keep pests from coming into an area by placing 72XL’s along the perimeter of a room.

• Scent: peanut butter 
• Size (inch): 24 x 4

Heavy adhesive coverage designed to capture rats. Perforated folds on both sides allows use 
with the dust cover, 48TG. Side can be torn off for use against the wall to prevent drag offs.

• Scent: peanut butter
• Size (inch): 12.13 x 6

Smaller and more economical than the 72MB Series. Perforated to fold or tear for placement next 
to walls and folds to form a tunnel.

• Scent: peanut butter
• Size (inch): 7 x 3.5

Can be used for Catchmaster® Multi-Catch™, many other competitive multiple catch units, or as 
a stand alone glue board.

• Scent: peanut butter
• Size (inch): 10.125 x 4.04

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Box

Box

Box

Box

72

60

150

72

100290490729508719325315820Product Outer

100290490006018719325315691Product Outer

87193253159818719325315783Product Outer

10029049201503Product
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Box

Box

Box

24

24

12

102

104

402

Mouse Size Glue Trap

Mouse Size Glue Trap

Rat, Mouse & Snake Glue Trap

These heavy duty traps are professional strength and require no additional baits. An alternative to 
glue boards that may not hold up as well in damp or humid areas like basements or bathrooms.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Non-Toxic
• Disposable
• Ready To Use
• Professional Strength

These heavy duty traps are professional strength and require no additional baits. An alternative to 
glue boards that may not hold up as well in damp or humid areas like basements or bathrooms.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Non-Toxic
• Disposable
• Ready To Use
• Professional Strength

Catchmaster® Baited Rat, Mouse & Snake Size Glue trays come in the same strong formula that 
the pro’s use. It is safer to use around children and pests than other methods of pest control. The 
trays are ready to use, no additional baits needed. Use as an alternative to glue boards that may 
not hold up as well in damp or humid areas like basements or bathrooms.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Non-Toxic
• Disposable
• Ready to Use
• Safer to Use Around Children and Pets than other pesticides

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Pack

Pack

2

4

2

029049001021Product

029049001045Product

029049004022Product
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404

424XL

1872SD

Heavy Duty Rat Trap w/ Hercules Putty™

Jumbo Rat Glue Trap

Mouse Insect & Snake Glue Boards 

Pre-Baited and includes Hercules Putty™ fastener. Hercules Putty anchors the trap to the ground 
and helps to prevent drag off. These heavy duty traps are professional strength and require no 
additional baits. An alternative to glue boards that may not hold up as well in damp or humid 
areas like basements or bathrooms.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Non-Toxic
• Disposable
• Ready to Use
• Includes Hercules Putty™ fastener
• Safer to Use Around Children and Pets than other pesticides

Provides 81 square inches of rat-stopping coverage.
Ideal tool for use in:
• Attics
• Crawl spaces
• Underneath cabinets
• Underneath appliances
• Other undisturbed locations

When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

Made with the best adhesive formula available. Pre-baited to attract mice and insects – no 
additional baits are necessary. Effectively controls rodents and other crawling pests indoors in a 
clean, economical, and easy to use product.

Great for trapping:
• spiders
• crickets
• roaches
• snakes
• other common household pests

When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Non-toxic and safe to use around children and pets
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas
• Can be used as a standalone glue trap or with Catchmaster® Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap
• Disposable

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Pack

Pack

2

2

4

Box

Box

Box

12

12

18

029049004046Product

029049004244Product

029049018722Product
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30R

75M

631

Bulk Packed Rat Size Glue Boards

Bulk Mouse & Insect Glue Boards

Mouse Trap - Hide & Seal

Professional Strength Rat Size Glue Boards are made with the best adhesive formula available. 
Pre-baited to attract rodents. Perforated fold on both sides allows use with dust cover.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Assembled Dimension: 12.13 in. W x 6 in. D x .125 in. H
• Features heavy adhesive coverage designed to capture rats
• Huge catching surface – 50 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent drag offs
• Non-Toxic and Disposable
• Made in USA

Professional Strength Mouse & Insect Size Glue Traps are made with the best adhesive formula 
available. Smaller and more economical than the standard size mouse glue board. Pre-baited to 
attract mice and insects.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting traps are effective for up to one full 
year. Our adhesive formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening that can limit 
effectiveness.

• Assembled Dimension: 3.5 in. W x .03125 in. D x 7 in. H
• Clean, economical and easy to use
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas
• Non-Toxic and Disposable

Eliminate mice without losing peace of mind. The Catchmaster® Hide & Seal™ mouse trap 
conceals trapped mice for no-touch disposal. The trap features a bait compartment, easy-set 
button, and two points of entry.

Simple 3-step instructions:
1. Bait
2. Set
3. Place

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

2

Box

Box

Box

30

75

8

029049300001Product

029049000758Product

029049006316Product
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Made with the best adhesive formula available. Pre-
baited to attract mice and insects – no additional baits are 
necessary. Effectively controls rodents and other crawling 
pests indoors in a clean, economical, and easy to use 
product.
Great for trapping:
• spiders
• crickets
• roaches
• snakes
• other common household pests

When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting 
traps are effective for up to one full year. Our adhesive 
formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening 
that can limit effectiveness.

• Non-toxic and safe to use around children and pets
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas
• Can be used as a standalone glue trap or with 

Catchmaster® Multi-Catch™ Mouse Trap
• Disposable

872SD

Mouse Insect & Snake Glue Boards

029049008723

60M

Bulk Packed Mouse Insect & Snake 
Glue Boards

Professional Strength Mouse Size Glue Boards are made 
with the best adhesive formula available. Pre-baited to 
attract mice and insects. Perforated to tear off and place 
glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and 
prevent drag offs.
When deployed under normal conditions our long-lasting 
traps are effective for up to one full year. Our adhesive 
formula has been specially designed to prevent hardening 
that can limit effectiveness.

• Assembled Dimension: 5.25 in. W x .03125 in. D x 8.5 in. H
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Glue board can be used as a standalone trap or as an 

insert for the Multi-Catch™
• Non-Toxic and Disposable

029049600002

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

Pack 2

Box

Box

8

6

Product

Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

72MBCH

72MBPB

72MBCO

Super/Cherry Mouse Glue Boards

Super/Peanut Butter Mouse Glue Boards

Super/Chocolate Series Mouse Glue Boards

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: cherry

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: peanut butter

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: chocolate

Box

Box

Box

72

72

72 87193253155618719325315585Product Outer

87193253155928719325315615Product Outer

87193253156538719325315646Product Outer
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

72MB45

72MB45US

72MBU6

Maintenance/Peanut Butter Mouse Glue Boards

Maintenance/Unscented Mouse Glue Boards

Super/Unscented Mouse Glue Boards

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: peanut butter

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: unscented  

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: unscented

Box

Box

Box

72

72

72

87193253155098719325315523Product Outer

87193253155478719325315530Product Outer

87193253156398719325315622Product Outer
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

72MBUS

72MB

24GRB

Standard/Unscented Mouse Glue Boards

Standard/Peanut Butter Mouse Glue Boards

Giant Rat Glue Board

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: unscented  

The 72MB Glue Board Series is available in different strengths and with various food grade 
attractants to fit your needs. Our 72MB Series traps will not harden, even after the release paper 
is removed, for at least one full year when used under normal conditions.

• The best adhesive formula available.
• Huge catching surface – 30 sq. in.
• Perforated to tear off and place glue directly against baseboards to secure traps and prevent 

drag offs.
• Folds into tunnel shape for use in tight or dusty areas.
• IPM chart printed on back
• Scent: peanut butter   

Unprecedented adhesive coverage with over 132 sq. in. – nearly half a pound of catching power! 
Perforated side tears off for placement against the wall to secure traps and prevent drag offs. Use 
under pallets as a clean-out tool in warehouses. Can be used with Hercules Putty™ to secure in 
place.

Scent: peanut butter 

Box 24

Box

Box

72

72

87193253156088719325315677Product Outer

87193253155548719325315578Product Outer

100290490002438719325315516Product Outer
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Insect Control 

BDS-SLDR96

908

904

Slider Bedbug Monitor

GLOstik™ Flying Insect Trap

Clear Window Fly Trap

Bedbugs explore the textured base of the Slider while entering from all four sides. Bedbugs are 
then trapped on the adhesive and easily detected through the clear window. The strong plastic 
design allows for use under mattresses.
Size (inch): 2.75 x 2 x 0.625 
Should be used as early detection devices in:

• Multi-Unit Dwellings/Apartment Complexes  
• Hotel/Lodging Locations  
• Long-Term Care Facilities/Hospitals  
• Offices  
• College Dormitories  
• Schools/Daycare Facilities  
• Public Storage  
• Anywhere people inhabit or frequent including restaurants and public transportation

GLOstik™ Flying Insect Trap is designed to attract mosquitoes, flies and other common flying pests 
on a disposable glue tube using battery powered LED light. Includes 2 Disposable Glue Tubes and 1 
Reusable Base (batteries not included).

• Attracts flying insects with LED light and silently traps insects on adhesive coated tube
• Indoor Use. Hang or place in low light areas: inside cabinets, under or above counters, pantries or 

attics. Overnight, turn ON to trap mosquitoes and other flying insects that have entered during the 
day

• Outdoor Use. Hang or place in low light areas: garages, patios and porches
• Reflective cap intensifies insect attraction. LED light bulb lasts up to 10,000 hours
• No Zapping
• Requires 3 AA Batteries (Not Included) to power reusable LED light base
• Non-Toxic & Safe. Includes Reusable LED base and Disposable tubes

Once flies get indoors, they usually head straight for the bright light of a window thinking this 
is a way back outside. Catchmaster® Window Fly Traps are designed to be placed directly on 
windows to capture flies and other flying insects that tend to gather there. The Window Fly Trap 
is coated with specially-formulated adhesive to catch flies. The trap features a thin, adhesive strip 
on back that is easy to apply and remove directly from windows. Trap flies where they hang out 
most!

• Trap Size: 2.875 in. H x 8.25 in. L
• Ready to use and Disposable
• Non-toxic
• Safe for use around children and pets

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

4

96

6

24

100290492379608719325315806Product Outer

10029049009086029049009089Product Outer

029049009041Product
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Box

Box

Box

96

12

12

Insect Control 

9144M4

915

912R

Scented Bug & Fly Catcher

Fly & Wasp Catcher 10,5

Gold Stick™ Fly Catcher - w/ Multi-Bait Attractant

Specially formulated and lightly scented, these bug and fly catchers are for household and farm 
use. Simply unroll and hang to control flying insects. The Catchmaster® adhesive attracts flying 
insects to the ribbon where they are caught. Thumbtack is included for hanging.

• Trap Size: 1.5 in. W x 25 in. L
• Ready to use and Disposable
• Non-toxic
• Indoor and outdoor use.
• Easy-to-Use

Catchmaster® Gold Stick™ Fly Trap is perfect for those who prefer inconspicuous fly control. Use in 
homes, garages, offices, kitchens, laboratories, stables, barns and inside garbage cans or containers.

• Assembled Dimension: 1.125 in. W x 1.125 in. D x 10 in. H
• Place traps on window sills or hang them in areas of high fly activity
• Will remain effective for months.
• Indoor and outdoor use. Hook included for hanging.
• Ready to Use and Disposable
• Non-Toxic Adhesive
• Made in the USA

Catchmaster® Gold Stick™ Fly Trap is perfect for those who prefer inconspicuous fly control. 
Use in homes, garages, offices, kitchens, laboratories, stables, barns and inside garbage cans or 
containers. Multi-Bait Attractant is designed to attract multiple fly species.

• Assembled Dimension: 1.125 in. W x 1.125 in. D x 10 in. H
• Place traps on window sills or hang them in areas of high fly activity
• Will remain effective for months
• Indoor and outdoor use. Hook included for hanging
• Ready to Use and Disposable
• Non-Toxic Fly Bait Included

Pack

Pack

Pack

4

1

1

029049091442Product

029049049157Product

029049009126Product
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Insect Control 

963

930

931

Fly & Wasp Catcher - 10.5

Spider Web™ Fly Glue Trap

1-Sided Spider WebTM Fly Glue Trap

At 24 in. high, the Catchmaster® Gold Stick™ Fly Trap offers a full 96 square inches of catching 
surface. Use in homes, garages, offices, kitchens, laboratories, stables, barns, inside garbage 
cans or containers, or any location where a heavy fly population is present.
Gold Stick™ Fly Trap is designed primarily for professional, agricultural and outdoor applications. 
The Gold Stick™ is safe to use in sensitive areas as it contains no toxins, insecticides, hazardous 
chemicals, vapors or offensive odors. Gold Stick™ Fly Traps are clean, long lasting and effective 
in high and low temperatures, both indoors and out.

• Assembled Dimension: 1.125 in. W x 1.125 in. D x 24 in. H
• Place traps on window sills or hang them in areas of high fly activity
• Indoor and outdoor use. Hook included for hanging
• Ready to Use and Disposable
• Non-Toxic Adhesive
• Non-Toxic Fly Bait Included

This double-sided fly trap is designed to tackle the most sever fly infestations. At 46 square feet 
of catching power, the Spider Web™ Fly Glue Trap catches hundreds of thousands of flies and 
other flying insects. The Spider Web™ combines a pre-baited glue formula with a highly attractive 
florescent chartreuse color. The double sided roll easily unrolls to be hung vertically or horizontally 
for use in barns, greenhouses, chicken, sheep, hog, enclosures, garbage rooms or wherever flies are 
present in large numbers. 
Includes Hanging Accessories Kit
Trap Size: 23ft x 12 in.

For use in Barns, Waste Rooms, Animal Farms and other high fly infestation areas, the 
Catchmaster® Giant Fly Trap is a one-sided adhesive 30 ft. roll. Features pre-baited sent and 
chartreuse green color that is attractive to flies.

• Assembled Dimension: 10 in. W x 2.375 in. D x 2.375 in. H
• 3,600 sq. in. of fly catching surface
• Can be cut to size based on treatment area
• Non-Toxic and Disposable

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

24

24

24

029049009638Product

029049009300Product

029049009317Product
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Insect Control 

906

920

944

Flying Insect Light Trap - SilenTrap™

Fly Glue Board Replacement Trap for #906 SilenTrap™

LumaTM Flying Insect Trap

SilenTrap™ Electric Flying Insect Trap by Catchmaster® quietly captures common flying pests 
on a glue board within the unit – eliminating the annoying buzz and unhygienic mess you get with 
typical zappers. Includes Easy Bulb and Trap Replacement. Additional replacement glue boards 
and accessories are available.

• Traps common flying insects including Black Flies, Fruit Flies, Mosquitoes, Gnats and No-see-ums
• Indoor & Outdoor Use. Great for kitchens, bedrooms, campers, enclosed porches, picnics, BBQ’s
• Trap utilizes UV light from a 13 watt bulb to attract flying insects

Refill pack glue boards for electric SilenTrap™ Flying Insect Trap sold 2 per pack is a non-toxic and 
easy to use method of fly control (SilenTrap™ Light Unit Sold Separately). Glue board slides in and 
out through a slot on top of the SilenTrap™.

• Insects are trapped on the long-lasting adhesive coating
• Easy trap replacement. When the glue board is full; simply slide it out, discard, and replace with 

a clean board
• Glue boards should be replaced every 30 days or when full
• Non-toxic and Safe. No pesticides used

With its modern shape & alluring glow, Catchmaster’s Luma® Flying Insect Trap appears more 
like décor than a flytrap. The Luma® quietly captures flying pests – eliminating the annoying buzz 
you get with typical bug zappers. The Luma’s fly attractant & deep blue LED glow attract & trap 
flying insects in your home.

• Attracts flying insects with LED light and silently traps insects on adhesive coated glue board
• Indoor Use – Place in low light areas: inside cabinets, under or above counters, pantries or 

attics. Overnight, turn on to trap mosquitoes and other flying insects that have entered during 
the day

• Outdoor Use – Place in low light areas: garages, patios and porches. From dusk and during the 
night, place one or more traps approximately 10-15 feet from where you are sitting

• Luma quietly captures common flying pests within the unit – eliminating the annoying buzz and 
unhygienic mess you get with typical zappers. Replace the disposable glue boards within 30 
days, or as needed.

• No Zapping – No Mess
• Portable – Requires 3 AA Batteries (Not Included)
• Non-Toxic & Safe.
• Refill Glue Boards Available (Sold Separately)

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

4

12

6

029049009065Product

029049009201Product

029049009447Product
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Insect Control 

945

911

812SD

Refill for LumaTM Flying Insect Trap

No Zap Silent Electrical Black Light Fly Trap

Pantry Pest Glue Trap

The Disposable Fly Bag Trap is easy to use – just add water to the included fly attractant. 
Specially-formulated lure is designed to attract a broad range of fly species and is long-lasting. 
Catch hundreds of flies!

• Non-Toxic Fly Bait Included
• Features a safety lock cap
• Leak proof design
• Just add water and hang
• Safe – No pesticides
• Disposable
• Easy-to-Use

Designed to look like the perfect hangout for flies, the Catchmaster® #911 Insect Light Trap utilizes the 
power of direct UV light exposure to attract flies from far distances. Once the flies hover around the 
unit, they instinctively seek the food attractant baits as well as the warmth of the bulb. Catchmaster’s® 
UV resistant glue boards wrap around the bulb to safely and silently trap the flies. The Catchmaster® 
#911 Insect Light Trap provides a safe and sanitary solution for fly control.

• Unit Size: 20.5 in. L x 5 in W x 7.5 in. H
• Replacement Glue Board Size: 17 in. L x 7.625 in. H
• Replacement Bulb Size: 17.25 in. L x 1.75 in. H
• Glue board is pre-baited with multi-bait attractant
• UV light attracts flies from far distances
• Discreet cover keeps trapped flies out of site

Eliminate moth infestations in food storage areas such as pantries or storage areas for pet food or 
birdseed with Pantry Pest Traps. Adhesive trap targets common flour and grain moths by utilizing 
a professional strength lure. Targets Indian Meal, Mediterranean Flour, Raisin and Tobacco Moths 
common to areas where cereal, pasta, dry pet food, grain and grain based products, dried fruit, 
chocolate, nuts and spices are stored.

• Assembled Dimension: 2 in. W x 5.25 in. D x 3.5 in. H
• Attractant will lure moths within 12 ft. from infested food
• Great for use in kitchen pantries & birdseed or pet food storage areas
• Clean, economical and easy to use
• Non- toxic moth attractant included

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

2

Box

Box

Box

12

1

12

029049009454Product

029049009119Product

029049008129Product
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Insect Control 

813SD

814SD

724

Pantry Pest Glue Trap

Clothes Moth Trap

Crawling Pest & Insect Glue Trap

Eliminate moth infestations in food storage areas such as pantries or storage areas for pet food or 
birdseed with Pantry Pest Traps. Adhesive trap targets common flour and grain moths by utilizing 
a professional strength lure. Targets Indian Meal, Mediterranean Flour, Raisin and Tobacco Moths 
common to areas where cereal, pasta, dry pet food, grain and grain based products, dried fruit, 
chocolate, nuts and spices are stored.

• Assembled Dimension: 2 in. W x 5.25 in. D x 3.5 in. H
• Attractant will lure moths within 12 ft. from infested food
• Great for use in kitchen pantries & birdseed or pet food storage areas
• Clean, economical and easy to use
• Non- toxic moth attractant included

Eliminate clothes moth infestations in textile storage areas such as closets, dressers, attics, or wherever 
you need to prevent moths from feeding on natural fibers like wool and silk. Each Catchmaster® 
Clothes Moth Trap includes a highly-effective odorless pheromone attractant. Use these traps to 
control infestations, or to detect new moth activity.

Eliminate the creepy crawlers in your home with Catchmaster® Crawling Pest & Insect Traps. 
These glue boards contain a specially-formulated scent to attract insects.

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

4

2

4

24

Box

Box

12

12

029049008136Product

029049008140Product

029049007245Product 10029049007242Outer
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Insect Control 

504

976-J

976-ATT

Bed Bug Monitor – SLIDER

Jacket Jar

Jacket Jar Attractant

Detect bed bugs before it’s too late! The Slider™ is designed to catch bed bugs as a means of 
monitoring for the first signs of an infestation. Bed bugs and insects are attracted to the textured 
base of the Slider™. They explore the base and are trapped in the Catchmaster® adhesive 
formulated for bed bugs and insects.
The clear window allows for easy inspection. The Slider™ can easily slide between the mattress 
and box spring. Place under four corners of mattress. The Slider™ can also be placed under 
couch cushions and in other upholstered furniture, under crib mattress, inside luggage, in cars 
and under car floor matts, in and around cubbies/lockers at schools, and along baseboards.

• Assembled Dimension: 1.87 in. W x 3 in. D x .125 in. H
• Take proactive steps to detect bedbugs as early as possible
• 1 Room Application
• Prevention-focused – inspect every 2 – 4 weeks to ID a potential bedbug infestation at the 

earliest stages
• Includes Bedbug Prevention & Detection Guide
• Non-Toxic
• Patented dot matrix technology invites bedbugs to enter

Catch thousands of yellow jackets, wasps, and hornets with the reusable Catchmaster® Jacket 
Jar™. Simply add water, pour in the attractant, and place or hang outdoors where yellow jackets, 
wasps, or hornets are found. This non-toxic attractant is safe to use around children and pets. 
Reuse the jar next season with refill attractant #976-ATT.

Catch thousands of yellow jackets, wasps, and hornets with the reusable Catchmaster® Jacket 
Jar™. Simply add water, pour in the attractant, and place or hang outdoors where yellow jackets, 
wasps, or hornets are found. This non-toxic attractant is safe to use around children and pets.

Pack

Pack

Pack

4

1

1

Box

Box

Box

12

6

12

029049005043Product 10029049005040Outer

029049097659Product

029049097628Product
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Insect Control 

979-12

869

869-REF

150RI

Yellow Jacket Bag

Beetle Bag Trap

Beetle Bag Refill

Roach, Insect Trap & Monitor

The Catchmaster® Yellow Jacket, Wasp & Hornet Bag is non-toxic and easy to use. Simply add 
water, pop the attractant pouch, and hang outdoors. Catch hundreds of yellow jackets, wasps, 
and hornets. When you’re done, the lid seals shut for easy disposal.

The Catchmaster® Japanese Beetle Trap attractant consists of a dual sex lure and floral (food) lure 
system, which attracts two to five times more Japanese beetles than traps with only a single lure. 
The lures combine to draw male and female Japanese beetles into a trap… and away from valuable 
ornamentals, fruit trees, vegetables, flowers and shrubs.

The Catchmaster® Japanese Beetle Trap attractant consists of a dual sex lure and floral (food) 
lure system, which attracts two to five times more Japanese beetles than traps with only a single 
lure. The lures combine to draw male and female Japanese beetles into a trap… and away from 
valuable ornamentals, fruit trees, vegetables, flowers and shrubs.

Unique thigmotropic design satisfies roaches’ behavioral need to squeeze into tight dark spaces; 
decorative wood grain for placement in sensitive locations such as offices or kitchens.

• Size: 7 x 3,5 cm
• Scent: Vanilla/Molasses

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

Box

Box

Box

Box

12

12

12

150 8719325315660Product 10029049201503Outer

029049009799Product

029049008693Product

029049097628Product
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WEITECH is a proprietary brand with internationally renowned 
products, exporting a full range of indoor and outdoor products 
to more than 20 countries in Europe, Africa and the Middle East 
to repel pests, with strict quality control, innovations in line with 
market needs and compliance with environmental and health 
standards, etc.
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The effectiveness of ultrasonic signals, demonstrated by independent laboratories, disrupts the 
hearing of the targeted rodents.
Unable to identify dangers and feeling unsafe, rats and mice leave the protected area after a few 
days.
Dormice and garden dormice, accustomed to hibernate in lofts and attics, can no longer hibernate 
there when the weather turns cold in October and November.

• Protects a maximum area of 325 m². The protected area diminishes considerably depending on 
the congestion in the room and the materials making up the walls, floors and ceilings.

• Professional equipment – metal box.
• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• 2 loudspeakers.
• Energy consumption: 0.4 Watts.
• The effect is visible after 72 hours and 2 weeks for rats.
• Several possible frequency and intensity adjustments.
• Place the device between 5 and 50 cm above the ground, plug it in using the power supply 

cable and leave it to emit ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Audible at certain settings.
• To speed up the repellent effect or in cases of a strong infestation, activate controllers 2 and 3 

and make the device operate on an audible setting.

• Protects a maximum area of 280 m². The protected area diminishes considerably depending on 
the congestion in the room and the materials making up the walls, floors and ceilings.

• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Simply plugs into a 220 V power socket with its 2 meter power supply cable. With this cable, 

the device can be ideally located.
• 2 loudspeakers.
• Energy consumption: 2.9 Watts.
• The effect is visible after 72 hours and 2 weeks for rats.
• Several possible frequency and intensity adjustments.
• Place the device between 5 and 50 cm above the ground, plug it in using the power supply 

cable and leave it to emit ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Audible at certain settings.
• To speed up the repellent effect or in cases of a strong infestation, activate controllers 2 and 3 

and make the device operate on an audible setting.

Electronic Pest Control

WK0600

WK0300

 Pest Repeller Ultrasonic Professional 

Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 280M²

Pack
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6

5414099236007Product 5414099346003Outer

5414099233006Product 5414099343002Outer
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• The protected area diminishes considerably depending on the congestion in the room and the 
materials making up the walls, floors and ceilings.

• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Simply plugs into a 220 V power socket with its 2 metre power supply cable or operates with a 

9 Volt battery (battery life +/-3 days).
• Energy consumption: 1.05 Watts.
• Effectiveness visible after 72 hours.
• Several possible settings: rodents or insects.

With a frequency exceeding 20 kHz, the ultrasonic signals emitted cannot be heard by humans, 
dogs, cats, birds, fish or farm animals.
They disrupt the hearing of mice, which feel unsafe and leave the protected area after a few days.

Keeps pests (mice, rats, spiders, fleas, ticks and crawling insects) away from your home, 
garage, loft, etc. by emitting ultrasonic signals.  

• Protects a maximum area of 60 m². The protected area diminishes considerably depending on 
the congestion in the room and the materials making up the walls, floors and ceilings.

• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Battery-operated (4 x “C”) Battery life up to 90 days.
• Emits ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Effectiveness visible after 72 hours.
• Ideal for places with no electrical power supply (garden shelters, lofts, cellars, holiday homes, 

etc.).
• Operates intermittently to reduce power consumption.
• Safe for dogs, cats, birds and fish.

With a frequency exceeding 20 kHz, the ultrasonic signals emitted cannot be heard by humans, 
dogs, cats, birds, fish or farm animals.
They disrupt the hearing of mice, which feel unsafe and leave the protected area after a few days.

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

6

6

WK0220

WK0240

Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 140 M²

Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 60 m² on batteries

Electronic Pest Control

5414099232207Product 5414099342203Outer

5414099232405Product 5414099342401Outer
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Keeps pests (mice, rats, spiders, fleas, ticks and crawling insects) away from your home, garage, 
loft, etc. by emitting ultrasonic signals. 

• Protects a maximum area of 90 m². The protected area diminishes considerably depending on 
the congestion in the room and the materials making up the walls, floors and ceilings.

• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Plugs directly into a 220 V power socket.
• Emits ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Effectiveness visible after 72 hours.
• Pilot light can be deactivated.

With a frequency exceeding 20 kHz, the ultrasonic signals emitted cannot be heard by humans, 
dogs, cats, birds, fish or farm animals.
They disrupt the hearing of mice, which feel unsafe and leave the protected area after a few days.

Keeps pests (mice and crawling insects) away from your home, garage, loft, etc. and protects an 
area of up to 45 m² by emitting ultrasonic signals.

• Repels: Small rodents (Mice, Field mice, etc.) – Ticks – Fleas – Crawling insects
• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Plugs into the mains (220V).
• Emits ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Effectiveness visible after 72 hours.
• Energy consumption: Maximum 0.62 Watts.
• Available separately or in a three-pack.
• Safe for dogs, cats, birds and fish.

With a frequency exceeding 20 kHz, the ultrasonic signals emitted cannot be heard by humans, 
dogs, cats, birds, fish or farm animals.
They disrupt the hearing of mice, which feel unsafe and leave the protected area after a few days.

Electronic Pest Control

WK0190

WK0523 

Nightlight Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 90 m²

Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 45 m²
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5414099231903Product 5414099341909Outer

5414099235239Product 5414099335236Outer
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Keeps pests (mice and crawling insects) away from your home, garage, loft, etc. and protects an 
area of up to 45 m² by emitting ultrasonic signals.

• Repels: Small rodents (Mice, Field mice, etc.) – Ticks – Fleas – Crawling insects
• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Plugs into the mains (220V).
• Emits ultrasonic signals round the clock.
• Effectiveness visible after 72 hours.
• Energy consumption: Maximum 0.62 Watts.
• Available separately or in a three-pack.
• Safe for dogs, cats, birds and fish.

With a frequency exceeding 20 kHz, the ultrasonic signals emitted cannot be heard by humans, 
dogs, cats, birds, fish or farm animals.
They disrupt the hearing of mice, which feel unsafe and leave the protected area after a few days.

Keeps pests away by emitting sound waves within a radius of 3 to 4 m around the device.
Protects the garden, car, garage, bins, etc. from nuisances.

• Protects a maximum area of 40 m².
• Rechargeable by USB (30-day battery life).
• 360° coverage around the device.

This device generates digitally-recorded distress calls of predatory birds in order to repel birds 
from patios, window sills, balconies, courtyards, gardens and fruit trees.

• Protect +/- 400m².
• Works with 4 x AA batteries (not supplied) or mains powered with the supplied adapter.
• Flash to increase the efficiency of the device
• Operates automatically or with motion detector.
• Be careful, this device is audible to humans and can be disturbing for you and your neighbors.

Electronic Pest ControlElectronic Pest Control

WK3523 

WK0100

Pest Repeller Ultrasonic – 45 m2

Animal Repeller

WK0108

Sonic Bird Chaser
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5414099352318Product 5414099352363Outer

5414099001001Product 5414099011000Outer

5414099001087Product 5414099101084Outer
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Protects vegetable patches, fruit trees, fish ponds, gardens, flower beds, etc. from damage 
caused by birds. The device works continuously with a solar rechargeable battery. It combines 
flashes of infrared LED light and loud noises: barks, gunshot and bird of prey calls that repel birds 
(pigeons, herons, crows, magpies, gulls, etc.), as well as dogs, cats and other unwanted animals 
in your garden.

• Protect +/- 65 m².
• Works with 4 x AA batteries (supplied) or mains powered with the supplied adapter. Works with 

4 rechargeable AA batteries (supplied) recharged by the solar pannel.
• Flash LED to increase the efficiency of the device
• Works with motion detector.
• Be careful, this device is audible to humans and can be disturbing for you and your neighbors.

This product is intended for indoor use in warehouses, factories, workshops, halls or any building 
infested by birds.
It can operate round the clock. The device has a timer to prevent overheating: 15 minutes on / 
15 minutes off.

• The Bird Lazzzer does not emit any sound.
• The continuous sweep of the laser beam severely disturbs the birds and forces them to leave 

the area.
• Horizontal sweep: 60° – Vertical sweep: 25°.
• Easy to install, but care must be taken to prevent the laser beam from reaching the eyes of 

people in the area. For this purpose we have set the device up to make a broad horizontal 
sweep, but a fairly restricted vertical sweep.

• It is advisable to use this device in dark locations or at night to prevent pigeons from settling 
for the night.

• Maximum protected area up to 500 m².
• Power consumption: 15 Watts.
• For internal use only.

Keeps birds away and protects balconies, window sills, terraces, courtyards, etc., from droppings 
and cooing.
Emits ultrasound signals. Disturbed pigeons change their perch after 2 to 3 weeks and stop 
leaving their droppings.

• This device generates sounds of varying frequencies and adjustable intensity to drive pigeons 
away from your balconies, terraces, garages, sheds, etc.

• Protects an area with a radius of 5 to 6m.
• Works with three AA batteries. (not supplied)
• This device can be heard by humans
• Turn the device off at night.

Electronic Pest Control

WK0025

WK0062

WK0020

Sonic Bird Scarer

Bird Lazzzer

Bird Repeller
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5414099001254Product 5414099100254Outer

5414099230203Product 5414099330200Outer

5414099230623Product 5414099330620Outer
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WK2030

WK2015

WK0677

Solar Snake Repeller

Solar Mole Repeller (mini)

Solar Mole Repeller

Protect your gardens and grounds from snakes and lizards.

• Protects a maximum area of 450 to 650 m².
• Operates with 1 built-in solar panel (no batteries needed)
• Produces vibration.
• To be inserted in the ground.

Repels moles and burrowing rodents.
Specially for rough terrain. (dual component package)

• Protects a maximum area of 400 m².
• Operates with 1 built-in solar panel (no batteries needed)
• Produces a sequence of sounds and vibrations.
• To be placed directly in the tunnel.

The Weitech mole repeller works with a solar rechargeable battery. The device operates 
continuously during the day and during the night.
Every 35 seconds it emits vibrations in the ground for 5 seconds, i.e. almost 2000 vibrations/day.
This disorientates moles and voles in their search for food and they leave the network of tunnels 
to settle in a less hostile environment.

• Placed in the middle of the area, the device emits vibrations within a radius of 10 to 25 m.
• The maximum protected area of 350 m² varies according to the obstacles in the area (roots, 

borders, etc.).
• Ensure that the device catches sunlight as much as possible.
• If there are several devices, place them at 30 metre intervals.
• The waves do not propagate as well in soft soil or soil with a large number of roots.

Garden Pest Control 
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Repels moles and burrowing rodents.
When placed in a mole or vole tunnel, the Weitech emits sound waves which cause 125 dB 
vibrations in the ground. These disrupt the nervous system. Hindered in their feeding, the animals 
quickly change tunnels. They do not get accustomed to the Weitech repeller.
The device emits vibrations for 1 second every 5 seconds, i.e. almost 14,500 times per day, and 
protects up to 100 m².

Set-up:
• Remove the lid and place four LR20/D batteries (not supplied)
• Use a trowel to open the tunnel.
• Put the device in place, ensuring that the tube is not obstructed with soil.
• Place several devices according to the size of the affected area.
• The waves do not propagate as well in soft soil or soil with a large number of roots.

Keeps dogs, cats, foxes, rabbits, weasels, herons, etc. away from your gardens and terraces by 
emitting ultrasonic signals. 

Effectiveness:

Dual-action device.
• Infra-red movement detector with a range of up to 8 m.
• The movement detector triggers the ultrasonic signal emitter which disturbs the targeted 

animals.

Set-up:
• The device is fully self-sufficient, capturing solar energy with a 60 x 30 mm solar panel which 

supplies 2 rechargeable batteries.
• May be hung on a wall or a post between 20 and 80 cm.
• Sensitivity of detection and ultrasound frequency are adjustable according to the targeted 

animals.
• Protects a maximum area of 50 m².
• Withstands rain, snow, etc.
• Movement detector sensitivity adjustment button.
• Frequency adjustment button (14 to 25 KHz).
• 2 rechargeable 1.2 V 800 mAh NiMh batteries charged by the built-in solar panel. The batteries 

can be replaced by the user.

Please observe the recommendations shown on the instructions for use. Some frequencies are 
detectable by the human ear. Do not place adjacent to public areas or neighbouring properties.

WK0675

WK0053

Mole Repeller

Garden Protector Solar

Garden Pest Control 
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Keeps dogs, cats, foxes, rabbits, weasels, herons, etc. away from your gardens and terraces by 
emitting ultrasonic signals. 
Highly effective against cats, dogs, weasels, herons, etc.

Operation: when an animal approaches, an infra-red movement detector triggers the emission of 
ultrasonic signals which frighten the animal and drive it away.

• Protects a maximum area of 200 m².
• Detection angles: 90° over a maximum distance of 16 m.
• Works with four “D” (LR20) batteries or on the mains via the WKT052/WKT052-OUT adapter 

(optional accessory).
• Withstands rain, snow, etc.
• Battery life depends on the number of activations and whether or not the flash is used. Up to 

5000 activations with good-quality batteries.
• 7 adjustable ultrasound frequencies.
• Delivered with a stake for easy assembly.

Instructions for use:
Place the device at a height of between 10 and 80 cm depending on the targeted animal. Adjust 
the frequency. Do not place the device where vehicles and people move around or in an area 
congested with obstacles. Ensure that other people’s property and common areas are kept clean 
and tidy.

Please observe the recommendations shown on the instructions for use. Some frequencies are 
detectable by the human ear. Do not place adjacent to public areas or neighbouring properties.

Keeps dogs, cats, foxes, rabbits, weasels, herons, etc. away from your gardens and terraces 
emitting ultrasonic signals. 
Operation: when an animal approaches, an infra-red movement detector triggers ultrasonic 
emissions which frighten the animal and drive it away. The flash makes the device considerably 
more effective.

• Protects a maximum area of 200 m².
• Detection angles: 90° over a maximum distance of +/- 16 m.
• Works with four “D” (LR20) batteries or on the mains via the WKT052/WKT052-OUT adapter 

(optional accessory).
• Withstands rain, snow, etc.
• Battery life depends on the number of activations and whether or not the flash is used. Up to 

5000 activations with good-quality batteries.
• 7 adjustable ultrasound frequencies. (14.3 to 25 KHz)
• Acoustic pressure 106 dB
• Delivered with supports for easy assembly

Instructions for use:
Place the device at a height of between 10 and 80 cm depending on the targeted animal. Adjust 
the frequency. Do not place the device where vehicles and people move around or in an area 
congested with obstacles. Ensure that other people’s property and common areas are kept clean 
and tidy.

Please observe the recommendations shown on the instructions for use. Some frequencies are 
detectable by the human ear. Do not place adjacent to public areas or neighbouring properties.

WK0055

WK0052

Garden Protector 3 – 200m²

Garden Protector 2 – 200m²

Garden Pest Control 
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Pack

Pack

Box
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WK2018

WK0054

Sunflower Mole repeller 

Garden Protector 4 – 200 m²

Sunflower Mole Repeller: shaped like a flower, it decorates your garden as well as protecting it 
from moles. (2 pieces packaging)

The mole repeller is designed with high-quality materials ans specially made for an optimum load. 
It uses new technologies to ensure that sound waves are emitted frequently enough to ensure 
optimum effectiveness.

• Protects a maximum area of 400 m².
• Operates with 1 built-in solar panel (no batteries needed)
• Produces a sequence of sounds and vibrations.
• To be placed directly in the tunnel.

Chases dogs, cats, foxes, rabbits, martens, herons, etc. motion detector + ultrasonics + flash 
LED. 

Operation: when an animal approaches, an infra-red movement detector triggers ultrasonic 
emissions which frighten the animal and drive it away. The flash makes the device considerably 
more effective.

• Protects a maximum area of 200 m².
• Detection angles: 90° over a maximum distance of +/- 16 m.
• Works with four “D” (LR20) batteries or on the mains via the WKT052/WKT052-OUT adapter 

(optional accessory).
• Withstands rain, snow, etc.
• Battery life depends on the number of activations and whether or not the flash is used. Up to 

5000 activations with good-quality batteries.
• 7 adjustable ultrasound frequencies. (14.3 to 25 KHz)
• Acoustic pressure 106 dB
• New design.

Instructions for use:
Place the device at a height of between 10 and 80 cm depending on the targeted animal. Adjust 
the frequency. Do not place the device where vehicles and people move around or in an area 
congested with obstacles. Ensure that other people’s property and common areas are kept clean 
and tidy.

Please observe the recommendations shown on the instructions for use. Some frequencies are 
detectable by the human ear. Do not place adjacent to public areas or neighbouring properties.

Garden Pest Control 

5414099020187Product 5414099120184Outer

5414099000547Product 5414099100544Outer
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Keeps wasps away.
By imitating an enemy wasp’s nest, WazzzpAway keeps most wasp species away from the 
protected area.  Contrary to traps which attract wasps, WazzzpAway drives them away.

• Close the WazzzpAway by pressing the clip so that the string runs round it, then insert the string 
and the clip inside it.

• Hang the WazzzpAway under a parasol or a roof or any other place you wish to protect.
• Unfold the WazzzpAway

WazzzpAway is effective against most wasp species in Europe.

Note If necessary, fill the WazzzpAway with plastic bags so that it keeps its wasp’s nest shape 
(see the picture).
If there is real wasp’s nest near the place where you intend to install the WazzzpAway, this nest 
must first be eliminated.

Electric fly, mosquito and flying insect destroyer.

• 3-layer structure for greater strength and improved safety
• Operates with two LR6 (AA) alkaline batteries – not included
• On/Off Button
• Packaging: plastic bag
• Size: 460 x 170 x 12 mm
• Master carton: 20 pieces

Electric racket: electrocutes flies and mosquitoes in flight.
Radical control method.

Special precautions:
Avoid any contact with water. Do not touch the grid while in usage mode.

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1
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12
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WK0432

WK0071

WazzzpAway

Inzzzector Racquet

Insect Control 

5414099234324Product 5414099104320Outer

5414099000714Product 5414099100711Outer
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Keeps flies and midges away from your home.

• Ultrasonic repellent device keeps flies and midges away from your home.
• Device for indoor use with an operating indicator light.
• Plug the device into a 220 V power socket. The red and green indicator lights turn on. The red 

indicator light stays fixed, the green light flashes.
• Ultrasonic emissions begin after one minute.
• Protects a maximum area of 40 m².
• Leave the device emit continuously (24/24).

How does it work?

• Pests run away because they cannot adapt to the powerful ultrasonic signals with constantly 
changing frequency.

• Their environment becomes hostile because they can no longer hear any danger and they leave 
the area.

• Pests do not get accustomed to the ultrasonic signals

Eliminates mosquitoes and moths.
• Protects up to 20 m²
• LED UV technology

Destroys mosquitoes and flying insects.

• This device is equipped with Ultraviolet LEDs which attract the insects. The fan sucks the 
insects into the device, which are then electrocuted and killed instantaneously.

• To eliminate the dead insects, the device has a container which just needs to be emptied.
• Safety: switch off the power supply when the insect container is open. (the fan and the electric 

grid must be off)
• On/off switch
• The equipment works better in the dark than in the light.
• Environment friendly: no chemical products or poison.

-  220/240 V/50 Hz with a 1.20 m power supply cable.
-  Dimensions of the device: Height 120 x Width 100 x length 65 mm

WK0206

Ultrasonic Fly Repeller

Insect Control 

WK0112

Inzzzector
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The Inzzzector Solar Lantern is a multifunctional lantern powered by solar energy, manufactured 
by WEITECH.
It has decorative white LEDs for illumination and UV LEDs for attracting flying insects, which are 
then electrocuted on the grid.

The lantern emits low-power light with the LEDs. With the UV LEDs, it emits specific ultraviolet 
radiation for attracting nocturnal insects, particularly mosquitoes. After charging for one day in 
the sun, the Inzzzector Solar Lantern operates for a minimum of 6 hours in UV LED mode and 
up to 20 hours in traditional LED mode. A high-voltage 600 V grid surrounds the LED lamps. 
Mosquitoes are killed when they approach the light.

• Comes in 4 colours: black, lime, yellow or fuchsia.
• LED UV technology.

Eliminates flies, mosquitoes, moths, etc.
Attractive permanent lamp to trap flying insects: flies, mosquitoes including tiger mosquitoes, 
moths.
The operating principle is based on the sensitivity of the insects to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. 
Attracted by the blue light, they enter the trap, which has an electric grid that electrocutes them.

Odourless, silent and free of insecticide

• Power rating (2.5 W – 12 ultraviolet LEDs).
• Protects a maximum area of 30 m².
• For indoor and outdoor use (sheltered areas).
• Plugs directly into the mains.
• Free of chemical products and poisons.
• Very low power consumption: only 5.4 kWh for 12 hours use per day over 6 months (64.8 Kwh 

for a 30 Watt incandescent light bulb).
• Service life 30,000 hours.
• Dimensions of the device: Height 220 x Width 150 x length 85 mm

Special precautions:
Clean the grid regularly with a brush, then empty the insect container.
The device is much more effective in the dark than in the light.

WK3017 

WK0115

Solar Lantern Inzzzector

Inzzzector 3

Insect Control 
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Keeps mosquitoes away.

• Ideal for use inside the home, even in the children’s room.
• Emits 4 frequencies
• Protects up to 50 m².
• Adjustable intensity.
• Operating indicator light.
• On/Off switch
• Operates on the 240 V/50 Hz mains.
• Free of chemical products and poisons.
• This device can be heard by humans

Only female and fertilised mosquitoes bite.
The Weitech Mozzzkito Repeller imitates the sound made by flying male mosquitoes. Within 
the range of the emitter, females think they are being pursued by males and fly away from the 
protected area, as they only mate once after they are born.
They bite and suck blood, which is an essential source of protein for laying thousands of eggs.

Eliminates mosquitoes, moths, etc.
Attractive permanent lamp to trap flying insects: flies, mosquitoes, butterflies. The operating 
principle is based on the sensitivity of the insects to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Attracted by the 
blue light, they enter the trap, which has an electric grid that electrocutes them.

• Odourless, silent and free of insecticide (suitable for people suffering from allergies)
• Protects a maximum area of 20 m².
• LED UV technology.
• Plugs directly into the 240 V/50 Hz mains.
• Low power consumption (1 W)

Destroys mosquitoes and flying insects.
This device is equipped with an Ultraviolet LED which attracts the insects. They are then 
electrocuted and killed instantaneously.
The equipment works better in the dark than in the light.
Environment friendly: no chemical products or poisons.

Special precautions:
Keep out of reach of children.

WK0028

Mozzzkito Repeller On Mains

Insect Control 

WK8202

Inzzzector 2
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The device protects you interior, including bedrooms and living areas, against flying insects suchs 
as mosquitoes, tiger mosquitoes, moths, flies, etc.
The ultraviolet light attracts nearby insects, wich are immediately sucked into the collecting vessel 
by the air current created by the fan, where they die by drying out as a result of the air current.
Odourless, silent and free of insecticide

The lamp has 3 positions:
• Anti-insect UV light
• Classic ambient light
• Soft ambient light
• Technical specifications:
• Lamp dimensions: L 20 cm x H 30 cm
• Protects a maximum area of 80 m².
• For indoor and outdoor use (sheltered areas).
• Plugs directly into the mains.
• Free of chemical products and poisons.
• LED UV Light: UV wavelength: 365 Nm
• Very low power consumption: 12 Watt
• Service life 10,000 hours.
• Power lead: 1,5 m

Special precautions:
Regularly empty the insect container.
The device is much more effective in the dark than in the light.

Keeps mosquitoes away.

• Ideal for use inside the home, even in the children’s room.
• Emits 4 frequencies
• Protects up to 50 m²
• Adjustable intensity.
• Operating indicator light.
• On/Off switch.
• Works with three AA batteries. (not supplied)
• Free of chemical products and poisons.
• This device can be heard by humans.

Only female and fertilised mosquitoes bite.
The Weitech Mozzzkito Repeller imitates the sound made by flying male mosquitoes. Within 
the range of the emitter, females think they are being pursued by males and fly away from the 
protected area, as they only mate once after they are born.
They bite and suck blood, which is an essential source of protein for laying thousands of eggs.

WK0120

Flying Insect Killer With Fan 1

Insect Control 

WK0029

Mozzzkito Repeller On Batteries
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Bytrap is a company that is focussed on creating 
products in the pest control branch. Our products 
are made to exterminate rodents, insects, and 
mosquitoes.
The main offices are currently based in Turkey and 
The Netherlands. ByTrap has been a trusted brand 
name since 1993, with the production in Turkey. In 
2013 we renewed our brand and our approach to 
pest control. Our research and development 
department has an emphasis on pioneering in this 
sector. We always strive to create and fabricate 
progressive products in order to stay ahead in our 
market.
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Sticky glue catcher is intended to use for pest control against vermin is a strong and thick glue. 
The product is produced from a orderless substance and is non-toxic. The glue is not highly 
flammable it is an ideal solution for using in areas where poison use is prohibited.

Created from non-toxic substances, good for the use in a domestic environment, garages of 
a farm. The glue is sticked on the cardboard where the vermin can be lured on to. Because of 
strength of the glue and the great quality of the product is easy in use.

Vermin pesticide for safe use in domestic areas, the glue does not contain any toxic components. 
The Sticky trap of Bytrap is ideal for catching cockroaches, ants and flies. The product consist of 
two separate plates with self-adhesive glue. The product is very easy to use and it catches vermin 
in an effective manner.

Sticky glue catcher is intended to use for pest control against vermin is a strong and thick glue. 
The product is produced from a orderless substance and is non-toxic. The glue is not highly 
flammable it is an ideal solution for using in areas where poison use is prohibited.

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

BY001

BY002

BY003

BY004

Rat Glue 150ml

Mouse Sticky 125ml

Ready Sticky Trap

Sticky Trap

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

2

50

25

12

45

8680967080264Product 8680967080011Outer

8680967080103Product 8719325315776Outer

8680967080127Product 8680967080127Outer

8680967080387Product 8680967080394Outer
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Insect Control 

BY005

BY006

Sticky Fly Band

Fly Adhesive
CAP 5 Liter

Bytrap Sticky Fly Band has a two-way sticky band. This 
results in a non-poisoning way to deal with flies and 
mosquitoes. It catches flies at first touch due to high 
adhesive quality.

Bytrap Fly Adhasive CAP 5 liter fly glue is an ideal product 
to catch flies and mosquitoes. The product can be used for 
example in stables and gardens.

8680967008141 8680967008141

8680967080202 8680967080202

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

4

1

24

1

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Insect Control 

Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

2015001

TLUXE001

2015002

Topscore - Spray Against Crawling Insects 400ml

Rat Glue 135gr

Topscore Spray - Against Flying Insects 400ml

Topscore Spray is a nerve poison.
An over-stimulation of the nervous system occurs, resulting in the death of the insect.

Against crawling insects such as cockroaches, wall lice, house crickets, fleas, carpet beetle 
larvae, ants, wasps and silverfish. The remedy remains effective 4 to 6 weeks after the spraying. 
Also against wasps (nests hanging indoors and nests in cavity walls).

• Active substance: Permethrin and Tetramethrin
• Content: resp. 0.25% and 0.05%

With this adhesive glue from Edialux it is easy to catch various vermin. You can use the adhesive 
to catch mice and (small) rats by placing the glue on a wooden board. The mice and/ or (small) 
rats will run over the glue and get stuck.

In addition, you can use the glue to catch various insects, such as for example, horse flies. By 
applying the glue to a trap, the traps remain firmly attached. The adhesive glue of Edialux is 
water resistant and therefore also suitable for outdoor use. In addition, it retains its adhesive 
power for a longer period of time.

Topscore Spray is a nerve poison.
An over-stimulation of the nervous system occurs, resulting in the death of the insect.

An insecticide against flying insects such as flies, moths and mosquitoes. Is very economical to 
use, spray only 1 second per 10 m3, then keep the room closed for 10 minutes.

• Active substance: Pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide
• Content: resp. 0.2% and 1%

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

12

12

50

8712988010804Product

8712988010705Product

8005831060515Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

MSHIELDC

MSHIELDD

Mouse Shield Classic

Mouse Shield Professional 
(Metal Detectable)

Mouseshield Classic offers a very effective barrier for 
rodents and insects. The hard top layer and the soft 
core scare off almost all vermin. If you want an ultimate 
barrier then Mouseshield Metal Detectable is the solution. 
The hole stopper is, in addition to the traditional barrier 
components, equipped with special stainless steel metal 
particles. The metal particles, such as a metal scouring 
sponge, form an impenetrable barrier to vermin. In this 
case the particles are even more effective due to their 
shape and dimensions. The stainless steel metal particles 
also make it an extremely food-safe pest barrier. This is 
because the product is fully metal detectable and therefore 
offers better control possibilities at critical points, inter alia 
from HACCP, BRC, AIB, Tesco and IFS.

Mouseshield Professional offers a very effective barrier 
for rodents and insects. The hard top layer and the soft 
core scare off almost all vermin. If you want an ultimate 
barrier then Mouseshield Metal Detectable is the solution. 
The hole stopper is, in addition to the traditional barrier 
components, equipped with special stainless steel metal 
particles. The metal particles, such as a metal scouring 
sponge, form an impenetrable barrier to vermin. In this 
case the particles are even more effective due to their 
shape and dimensions. The stainless steel metal particles 
also make it an extremely food-safe pest barrier. This is 
because the product is fully metal detectable and therefore 
offers better control possibilities at critical points, inter alia 
from HACCP, BRC, AIB, Tesco and IFS.

8717953266217 8718868324795

87188683248018717953266200

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

12

12

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Our company
EUROTRAP is a European company that produces glue boards 
and traps for the professionals of pest control.

We are proud to have:

Fully automated production line
Brand new machinery fully automated is now in our heritage. 
This machine has maximized the speed of our production’s 
capacities to the fullest. Also, the precision in the quantity of 
glue placed in the boards makes our products of highest quali-
ty.

Raw material of excellent quality and EUROPEAN origin
All the raw material that we use (paper, plastic, glue, silicon 
paper, pheromone lures) is supplied by European countries and 
the top-leading industries.

Highly trained and experienced employees
Our experienced personnel achieve to meet the expectations of 
our customers with high consistency.

Quality control checked products
The quality control department of our company guarantees that 
each one of our product available in the market performs well.

Professional packaging
The packaging of our production is our customer’s choice.

After sales control
Our main goal is to meet our customers’ expectations. For that 
reason, our company’s sales department is in continuous 
contact with the customers after the sales of the products in 
order to avoid any inconvenience caused.

Exports to over 25 countries all over the world
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

SPGT

LPGT

Small Plastic Gluetray Trap

Large Plastic Gluetray Trap

The glue trap especially designed to catch mice with a 
peanut butter scented aroma. The smell of this is so strong 
that it attracts mice and rats, here for the product is more 
efficient than regular glue traps. The plastic traps contain 
a strong glue that does not dry out easily. The stability of 
the glue stays guaranteed in warm or cold circumstances. 
The traps are soled per pair, in total there are two traps in 
one package.

The glue trap especially designed to catch mice with a 
peanut butter scented aroma. The smell of this is so strong 
that it attracts mice and rats, here for the product is more 
efficient than regular glue traps. The plastic traps contain 
a strong glue that does not dry out easily. The stability of 
the glue stays guaranteed in warm or cold circumstances. 
The traps are soled per pair, in total there are two traps in 
one package.

5200128590000 5200128590130

5200128590475200128590123

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

4

2

10

10

Product

Product

Outer 

Outer
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Introducing Insect-O-Cutor

Insect-O-Cutor is the world’s leading flying insect control 
solutions provider, and has remained at the forefront of 
technical and design innovation since the brand was 
founded in 1962. Offering a comprehensive range of flying 
insect control products, from electric killing grid flykillers 
to glueboard devices, flyscreens to decorative units, 
Insect-O-Cutor provides leading insect prevention and 
control for a wide range of applications. Insect-O-Cutor is 
pleased to announce the launch of a new range of fly 
control products designed specifically for consumers.
Trusted by professionals for over 50 years, the unique 
range of retail flykillers offers consumers effective and 
discreet fly control solutions for the home and other 
private premises.
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Insect Control 

ZE121

ZE122

TVX8-12R

PlusZap™, 16 watt, Aluminium

PlusZap™, 30 watt, Aluminium

PlusLamp™ 8 Watt 12” 300mm

• Coverage (M²): 40
• Tubes: 2 x TVX8-12R
• Weight (kg): 2.3
• Supplied in retail packaging
• Dimensions (mm): 262 (H) x 365 (W) x 130 (D)

• Coverage (M²): 80
• Tubes: 2 x TVX15-18R
• Weight (kg): 2.5
• Supplied in retail packaging
• Dimensions (mm): 262 (H) x 514 (W) x 130 (D)

• Wavelength: 368nm
• Recommended effective life: 8000 hours or 1 year
• Supplied in retail packaging

PlusZap™

The second generation PlusZap™ range offers a contemporary appearance combined with high specification features, creating a 
stylish killing grid range ideal for commercial environments. The modern detailing makes the unit ideal for customer-facing areas.

Features of the PlusZap:

• Mains interlocked catch tray is simple to remove for quick and safe maintenance, with anti-blow out folds
• Tool free tube removal for a quick and simple service
• Flexible mounting options for wall, desk or ceiling suspension
• Independently tested and certified to RoHS and all relevant European standards

Pack

Pack

Pack

1

1

1

5412037052740Product

5412037046923Product

5060525030130Product
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Insect Control 

TVX15-18R

PRISM

INL212

TRX11

PlusLamp™ 15 Watt 18” 450mm

Prism® Flykiller

Prism® Glueboard - Retail Packed

Insect-O-Cutor 11 watt compact tube

• Wavelength: 368nm
• Recommended effective life: 8000 hours or 1 year
• Supplied in retail packaging

Unique to the retail market, Prism® is a desirable and decorative glueboard flykiller. Sleek and 
ultra-stylish, the unit is for use in front of house areas such as restaurants, bars and receptions 
and is also ideal for use in the home. Prism is the ultimate easy to use and hygienic solution for 
a fly free living space.

• Stylish and slim design to complement any decor
• Can be desk or wall mounted
• Glueboard included and tube already installed into the unit
• Also available with a EU plug (PRISM-EU)

Glupac® glueboards are designed to perfectly complement the Prism® unit.

• Each individual pack contains 6 glueboards and comes retail ready with a euro hook for 
merchandising

• 30 retail packs come in a beautifully presented display box
• Recommended effective life: 4-5 weeks

With the optimum UV wavelength to attract flies, this tube has a recommended effective life of up 
to 8000 hours or up to one year, it is ideal for use in the Prism unit.

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

1

1

6

6

3

6

6

5014055003911Product 5014055003911Outer

5014055004000Product 5060525030086Outer

5060525030123Product

5060525030147Product
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Cages

1062

1064

1083

1092

2-Door Easy Set® Traps

2-Door Easy Set® Traps

1-Door Easy Set® Traps

Collapsible Easy Set® Traps

Target Animal:

Dimensions:

Target Animal:
Armadillos, Cats, Groundhogs, Muskrats, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 32 x 12 x 14

Target Animal: Rabbits, Squirrels

Dimensions: 17 x 7 x 7

Target Animal: Cats, Groundhogs, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 32 x 10 x 12

1084

1-Door Easy Set® Traps

Target Animal: Rabbits, Skunks

Dimensions: 24 x 7 x 7

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

036348010838Product

036348010845Product

36348010623Product

036348010647Product

036348110897Product
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Cages

1020

Two-Door Professional Animal Traps

Target Animal: Chipmunks, Mice, Rats, Shrews, Voles

Dimensions: 10 x 3 x 3

0745

1079

1081

1077

One-Door Professional Animal Traps

One-Door Professional Animal Traps

One-Door Professional Animal Traps

One-Door Professional Animal Traps

Target Animal: Chipmunks, Rats, Red and Flying Squirrels, Weasels

Dimensions: 16 x 6 x 6

Target Animal:
Armadillos, Cats, Groundhogs, Muskrats, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 32 x 10 x12

Target Animal:
Armadillos, Beavers, Cats, Dogs, Foxes, Groundhogs, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 42 x 15 x15

Target Animal:
Rabbits, Squirrels, Weasels

Dimensions: 17 x 7 x7

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
036348010203Product

036348010814Product

036348010791Product

36348010777Product

036348007456Product
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Cages

1089

1099

1025 

1050

1-Door Collapsible Animal Traps

1-Door Collapsible Animal Traps

Two-Door Professional Animal Traps

Two-Door Professional Animal Traps

Target Animal: Cats, Groundhogs, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 32 x 10 x 12

Target Animal:
Cats (Kit includes: rescue trap, divider, door hook, burlap cover, complete instructions)

Dimensions: 32 x 10 x 12

Chipmunks, Rats, Red and Flying Squirrels, Weasels

Dimensions: 18 x 5 x 5

Armadillos, Cats, Groundhogs, Opossums, Raccoons

Dimensions: 42 x 10 x 13

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

Box

Box

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

036348010258Product

036348010500Product

036348010890Product

036348010890Product
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Rodenticides and Bait Stations 

SXglueR10

SXglueM10

Rat Glue Book 10 

Mouse Glue Book 10

Designed to allow rats and mice to be caught quickly 
and effectively, gluebooks are ideal for situations where 
traditional baiting methods are unsuitable. The reusable 
design makes the product both effective and economical, 
and the addition of hazard markings around the edges 
increases visibility. The folding design allows the product 
to be easily placed in a number of different ways not 
previously possible with traditional glueboard designs, 
including around pipework.

Designed to allow rats and mice to be caught quickly 
and effectively, gluebooks are ideal for situations where 
traditional baiting methods are unsuitable. The reusable 
design makes the product both effective and economical, 
and the addition of hazard markings around the edges 
increases visibility. The folding design allows the product 
to be easily placed in a number of different ways not 
previously possible with traditional glueboard designs, 
including around pipework.

8719325315738 8719325315721

8719325315707 8719325315714

Pack

Pack

Box

Box

1

1

10

10

Product

Product

Outer

Outer
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Notes
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